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National Committee passes

'frugal' $1.4 million budget
“What we

By Bill Winter
LP NEWS EDITOR

will

built is

only make things better."
budget funds core functions
like affiliate support, LP News, the
Liberty Pledge newsletter, rent, in¬
quiry responses, and media relations
out of membership dues payments
and pledges, said Neale.
The

—

budget that makes

a

The Libertarian National Com¬
mittee has

passed

a

"frugal"

$1.4 million budget for 2003
that reflects a troubled

Gary Nolan, shown here when he was broadcasting on WHEN Radio
in Syracuse, New York: "I think I can do a lot for the party. My goal is
to be able to communicate [to voters] what Libertarians can do for
the country, in such a way that people get interested in the party."

Gary Nolan launches
exploratoiy group for
2004 presidential bid
Gary Nolan, who parlayed a
mellifluous

speaking voice
and strongly held libertar¬
ian views into a decade-long

career

in talk radio, has formed an

exploratory committee to seek the
Libertarian Party's 2004 presidential
nomination.
In

preparation for running, Nolan
quit his syndicated "Nolan at Night"
radio show, and will file papers for
his exploratory committee with the
Federal Election Commission in Janu¬
ary, said
Dasbach.

campaign

manager

Steve

expected, "the campaign will be dedi¬
cated to conducting the most success¬
ful outreach presidential campaign in
LP history on behalf of the entire lib¬
ertarian movement," said Dasbach,

previously served

as the LP's
executive director from 1998 to 2002.

Nolan, 48, said he is running for
president because he wants to help
build the Libertarian Party.
"I think I

Over the next few months, Nolan
said he will visit

"every state I can
get to," and talk to both Libertar¬
ians and non-Libertarians via per¬
sonal appearances and media inter¬
views.

are

"In the past, the budget has
built partially as a statement of

Mark Rutherford

can

do

a

lot for the

been

goals
for that year," he said. "We've rejected
that paradigm in favor of a more
market-driven approach to special
projects. If the membership funds
projects, they will happen."
13-3-1 vote

The

budget was approved at the
LNC's meeting in Washington, DC on
December 14-15. It passed on a 13-3

Beyond Libertarians

beyond
talking to Libertarians," he said. "My
goal is to talk to people who are not
libertarians."
Nolan said he expects to make an
official announcement that he is run¬

ning for president by mid-February.
Dasbach said when the campaign
gets underway, Nolan hopes to:
■ Capitalize on his media back¬
ground and contacts to generate ap¬
pearances on talk radio and national
See GARY NOLAN Page 2

nessee).
Voting against the budget were
Joe Dehn (California), Sean Haugh
(North Carolina), and R. Lee Wrights
(North Carolina).
Ken Bisson (Indiana) abstained.
The budget — which projects
$1,437/640
in
revenue
and
$1,386,388 in expenses — is based

political ad of 2002
by National Journal magazine.
The 30-second spot, entitled "Why
Bob," was broadcast by Libertarian
Carole Ann Rand against Republican
Bob Barr in the

race

that the LP faces

daunting financial challenges

"We

are

trying to be cognizant of

the fact that

we

do have

a

smaller

membership, and that the economy
is not very good," he said. "Improve¬
ments in membership and fundraising

was

written,

that

people

the

"Why Bob"

Strategic Plan
Special projects that tie into the
LFs ongoing Strategic Plan — such
as the Drug War Strategy, branding
and marketing efforts, and campus
outreach
will be funded by directmail appeals and major donor contri¬
—

butions, said Neale.
"To a great degree, the ability to
implement our Strategic Plan will
depend upon the willingness of the
members to fund specific projects,"
he said. "This budget provides the

framework for contributors to do so."
The party expects to raise about
See BUDGET Page 11

a

was

Decem¬

berger: Powerful.

In the ad, a wan Miller addresses the

selected from among

political ads
tacked

paigns

more

—

magazine also highlighted

of the most controversial and

■ Ron Cricken¬

U.S. House, and

was

able to do in 2003

how well we outperform
conservative budget."
on

The

"I felt that

really had something that

our

it.

Multiple sclerosis
"Why Bob" ad featured medi¬
cal marijuana patient Cheryl Miller,
who suffers from multiple sclerosis.

National

ber 20 story on
its website, NationalJournal.com. The

we

depends

use

we are

re¬

member."

Crickenberger, who said
it felt "great" to be recognized by the
influential magazine for his work.
"It really shows the power of the
[medical marijuana] issue," he said.
the ad,

spend the extra income.

the "Oddest," and the "Most Exhibi¬
tionist."

the kind of ad

Director Ron

seen

es¬

political ads of the year,
along with the "Most Desperate,"

ad in

I had

all of the

influential

get was not
great, it was

ad

sure

covered, but does not

are

"What

The

directed, and filmed by LP Political

once

sentials

some

Journal cited

(District 7) in Georgia.

those that will

year's 'most dramatic'

powerful. Al¬
though our ad¬
vertising bud¬

for U.S. House

The advertisement

awareness

in 2003, said Neale.

LP ad named

An advertisement created by

budget that makes

how best to

an

are

That extra will not be spent until we
know it's there. Then we can decide

(Indiana), Bette
Rose Ryan (Colorado), George Squyres
(Arizona), and Steve Trinward (Ten¬

some

Party has

"Core functions

decide how to

—Geoff Neale

Voting for it were Mark Cenci
(Maine), Mike Dixon (Arizona),
Lorenzo Gaztanaga (Maryland), Steve
Givot (Colorado), Don Gorman (New
Hampshire), Ed Hoch (Alaska), Aus¬
tin Hough (Illinois), Deryl Martin
(Tennessee), Mark Nelson (Iowa),

matic"

"Iwant Libertarians to know what

spend extra income "

on

the Libertarian

—

be done, no matter what," he said.
"What we built is like a household

not decide how to

vote, with 1 abstention.

been named the "Most Dra¬

I'm about, but I want to get

If Nolan makes his bid official, as

who had

party," he said. "My goal is to be able
to communicate [to voters] what Lib¬
ertarians can do for the country, in
such a away that people get inter¬
ested in the party and join the party."

covered, but does

the dip in party member¬
ship, and a "get real" approach to fi¬
nancial forecasting.
The budget, which represents an
expected 33% decrease in revenue
from 2002, focuses on funding the
party's "core" functions rather than
building a wish Ust of goals, said LP
National Chair Geoffrey Neale.
economy,

■

all the essentials

sure

—

the 1,868

which touted

or

at¬

camera

cam¬

a

hospital bed and

says,

jail
using my medicine. Why would
you do that to me, Bob?"
for

than 500 U.S. Senate,

gubernatorial
that aired in 2002.

from

"Bob Barr thinks I should be in

A voiceover then states: "When

the

drug

war turns on our own sick
See DRAMATIC Page 2
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Tenn. Libertarians offer

jail contribution

A Tennessee Libertarian dropped a $100 bil on the table — and

challenged politicians and citizens to match the donation to
a new fence for a local prison.
David Hutson, spokesman for the McMinn County LP, made the offer
at a meeting of the McMinn County Commission on December 16.
"We have chosen to donate funds for this purpose because we
believe that in a free society, the role of government is not to take
money from citizens, but to protect our freedoms from those who
would infringe upon them," he said.
build

The donation should be used to fund a new perimeter fence at the
county's aging Justice Center, said Hutson — since a legitimate
function of government is to protect citizens from crime.
"To securely jail criminals is of the first importance, and we wish to
make this belief tangible with this donation," he said.
Hutson also suggested that the McMinn County Sheriff's Depart¬
ment should redirect the money it uses for
drunk-driving checkpoints
to the construction of the prison fence.
"This would serve to protect honest, law-abiding citizens from
being treated as criminals who are guilty unless proven innocent, as is
done by conducting random roadblocks," he said.
At the end of his speech, Hutson removed a $100 bill from his
wallet and laid it on the table before the County Commission. How¬
ever, the county attorney said that while he applauded the generosity,
it wouldn't be appropriate for the Commission to accept the donation.

Gary Nolan forms committee to
explore presidential campaign
Continued from Page 1
cable news programs.
■ Recruit

each state to build media lists and

plans virtual 'World Peace Institute'

The International Society for Individual

Liberty (ISIL) has announced plans to start
a "de-facto peace institute" over the
Internet in early 2003.
The institute will be a clearinghouse for
underreported peace news that will be posted on

of volunteers," said

a

"This

who

■
as

65 affiliates

"Nolan at

Night"

affiliates
including such
major markets as Florida, Texas, Mis¬
souri, Washington, and Virginia. The
show was broadcast by the Radio

■ Vince Miller:
"Many people aren't aware of the positive
developments around the world that are taking
Clearinghouse,
place to stop the current rampage toward war."
For example, said Miller, a poll in Israel showed that 69% of citi¬
zens favor withdrawing troops from the
occupied territories — a fact
that has been "buried" by the mainstream media in America and Israel.
"Dialogue on Middle East peace plans has already been established
between ISIL, some Israeli academics, and libertarians in some Arab
countries," said Miller. "This will now be pursued more vigorously."

network

might be available online as early as
February 2003 [after LP News went to press].
ISIL is a California-based, non-partisan association that is
"dedicated to building a free and peaceful world, respect for individual
rights and liberties, and an open and competitive economic system."
For more information, visit: www.isil.org.

IJ wins New

Jersey asset forfeiture victory

The Institute for Justice has won an influential legal victory by

convincing a New Jersey Superior Court judge to declare
part of the state's civil asset forfeiture law unconstitutional.
On December 12, Judge Thomas Bowen struck down a
provision in
the law that allowed police and prosecutor agencies to use seized
money and property for law enforcement purposes.
The law improperly gave prosecutors a financial incentive to seize
cars, money, buildings, and other property, and violated the due
process rights of the property owner, ruled Bowen.
New Jersey police can still seize property, but will need to create a
new method of distributing and
using seized assets.
"The decision is going to ensure that police and prosecutors make
their decisions in the interest of justice and not for the pursuit of
property and profit," said Scott Bullock, an attorney for the Institute
for Justice

The

(IJ), which had filed the lawsuit.

case

involved

seized in March 1999

a woman

whose 1990 Ford Thunderbird

hosted the

Daily" show on the USA
Network, and provided politi¬

World News

said.

new

on 65

over

30 national

TV appearances,

project will bring people together
prefer peaceful resolutions to conflicts," he

Miller said the

he hosted

—

cal commentary.
Nolan has made

was

by police when they charged her 17-year-old son
with selling marijuana. Police said he drove the car to meet buyers.
With IJ's help, she filed suit, charging that police unconstitution¬
ally used seized cash and property to boost their department's
budgets. State officials said they will appeal the decision.
Between 1998 and 2000, New Jersey police and prosecutors used
$32 million in seized funds to pay for computers, cars, and fitness
machines, according to court records.
IJ is a Washington, DC-based non-profit legal organization that
works to "restore constitutional limits on the power of government."

appearing on ABC
Tonight, CNN, Fox News,

MSNBC, and C-SPAN.
From 1997 to 1999,

Gary Nolan: "Republicans seem
anxious to spend my money as

the Democrats."

From 1998 to 2002,

From 1994 to 1998, he

new

liberties

brings to his campaign more
decade's experience as a radio

talk show host.

Radio

he

was

the

president of Capitol Watch, which
works to defend American taxpayers

"from higher taxes and wasteful
spending."
A former Republican, Nolan joined
the Libertarian F’arty in January 1999,
saying, "Republicans seem as anxious
to spend my money as the Democrats.
I'm also totally fed up with the GOFs
horrible, egregious budget bills."

Continued from Page 1

dying, it's

gone too

far

—

and

so

has Bob Barr."

advertisement
cause

was

so

.*

the most

blatantly hon¬
est ad [of the year]," he said. "It's
telling the truth instead of political
pabulum."
The Libertarian Party broadcast
was

the ad about 4,000 times on CNN, TNT,

Comedy Central, MSNBC, and other
Georgia district.
The ad ran during the Republican

cable networks in the

unless

so

indicated.

ompson, and Mary Ruwart.
He was a speaker at the

2000 and

2002 LP National Conventions.

During his campaign, Nolan will
on "major issues where the

focus

was

67% of the vote

on

won

with

August 20.

The LP took aim at Barr

as

part of

its "Incumbent Killer" strategy,

which
targeted the worst drug warriors in
Congress for defeat.

Played

a

role

After the election, CNN reported
that Merle Black, a political science

professor at Emory University in At¬
lanta, said the "Why Bob" ad played
a

role in the outcome of the election.

ist and former
seek the LFs

chemistry professor

presidential nomination.

more

information about

Nolan's

exploratory committee, visit:
www.GaryNolan.com. Or call: (703)
237-3533. Or write: P.0. Box 6308,

Falls Church, VA 22040.

A CNN story on August 22 said,
"[Black] said Linder likely benefited
strongly from Libertarian voters,
whose party ran a stinging TV ad
criticizing Barr for opposing the use
of medical marijuana."
The National Journal is widely
...

considered

one

influential

political magazines. The

of the nation's most

Columbia Journalism Review said
about it:

"Congress, the White House,

federal agencies, the lobbyists who
chase them and the media that cover
them

—

all read the National

Journal."
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ing of their prior Social Security con¬
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For
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12903 Grubstake Gulch

individual retirement account be

tablished for every American consist¬

Julian Heicklen announced he will
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full civil

ens of LP guests on his show, includ¬
ing LP Communications Director
George Getz, Harry Browne, Ei Th¬

effective be¬

it told the truth.

"This

our

key component of en¬
hancing our national security."
■ Social Security.
"Politicians are using Enron ac¬
counting to hide the true liability of
the Social Security system," said
Dasbach. "Gary will propose that an
as a

2002, Pennsylvania Libertarian activ¬

restructured district. Linder

Crickenberger speculated that the

turning into

After his switch, Nolan had doz¬

National Journal: LP ad
and

Terror is

mediate restoration of

Nolan
than

on

the individual liberties," said
Dasbach. "Gary will propose the im¬

a war on

Dasbach.

"USA Radio

said ISIL President Vince Miller.

■ Civil liberties.

"The War

America Network.

the ISIL website and communicated via e-mail,

all levels of government does not ex¬
ceed 25%," said Dasbach.

campaign intends to make
use

said

that the combined tax burden from

voters.

extensive

are mov¬

■ The economy, government
spending, and taxation.
"Gary will propose that federal
spending be dramatically reduced so

develop relationships with local me¬
dia, recruit volunteers, organize
events, and raise money to run local
print, radio, and TV ads.
■ Limit overhead and fundraising
costs, so more money can be devoted
to delivering Nolan's message to the
"The

Republicans

wrong direction,"
Dasbach. That includes:

ing in the

campaign organizers in

around the USA

ISIL

Democrats and
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Libertarian

LP takes

steps to deal with budget crunch
In addition,

The Libertarian Party has cut ex¬

laid off staff, and tem¬
porarily postponed Unified
Membership Program (UMP) payments
to state affiliates to try to deal with
a serious budget crunch.
According to LP National Chair
Geoffrey Neale, the party was about

A statement from LP Chair

penses,

$180,000 behind

"I believe that

payments to
parties in mid-

on

vendors and state

January.
However, that figure is down from
a

deficit of

than $200,000 in

more

and, if current cost¬
cutting and fundraising efforts bear
fruit, the party could be back in the
black by July 2003, said Neale.
"We've managed to bring the num¬
August 2002
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Geoffrey Neale

to

have the fiscal

capacity to weather
this storm, and we've already taken many of the steps to
get ourselves out. Now it will just take time.
"Treasurer Deryl Martin and I feel we can be back in the
black by around July 1, or shortly thereafter. This is based
upon reasonably successful fundraising and the help of our
members. We have already instituted enough cuts to get us
there, so long as revenues continue according to historical

ber and December payments to state

patterns.

said Neale.

"If

—

we

parties. UMP payments are state par¬
ties' shares of joint national/state LP
membership dues.
"We decided that

we

have the fiscal

we can

However,

pacity to weather this storm, and
we've already taken many of the steps
to get ourselves out, so long as rev¬
enues continue according to histori¬
cal patterns. Now it will just take

a

able decisions

number of question¬

by the national LP of¬
played a major

fice and the LNC also

just not
really past due vendors,
payroll, rent, and UMP. This was in¬

there to pay
deed

outperform in fundraising, or the members send
help, we'll be in the clear even sooner. Then
get back to growth."
extra

The deficit represents about 10%
of the party's revenue of $2.1 million
in 2002.

For

example, the LP lost approxi¬
mately $30,000 on the 2002 National
more staff "while
membership and revenues were
declining," and spent about $80,000
on a "poorly performing direct-mail
[membership recruitment package],"

Neale said the

our

said Neale.

Number of factors

budget crunch

was

"It would be

caused by a number of factors.
"We can talk about the effect of

we on

upon our revenues, the general
economic downturn, the pinch that

rent

9/11

irresponsible to say
the LNC and in the national

office did not

play a part in our cur¬
situation," he said. "[The party

was] spending

money

are

suffering somewhat be¬

of the cash crunch.

like we still had

just about every non-profit is feeling

32,000 members, even

right now," he said. "All of these fac¬
tors come into play, and we are feel¬
ing their effect."

bership had dropped to under

though

mem¬

ongoing operations of the LP
by this shortfall; there
is no denying that," he said. "It costs
us more than just money to try to
placate vendors that we owe money
to. We've reduced our staff, resulting
in less people doing the same amount
of things."
The deficit also limits the party7s
ability to react to political opportu¬
nities and start growing again, said
Neale.

"Of course, when there's no money
in the bank, investing in the future
is not a possibility," he said. "We need

growth

organization, but it's

as an

difficult to address that when
not afford the associated

25,000."
Neale said

day-to-day operations

we can¬

acquisition

costs."

LP State Chair Bob Collison. He took

member of the Wisconsin board of elections. The

the oath of office in Madison

only third party representative

on

as

the newest

off in December.

resolve the

The reductions in staff will
the party about
said Neale.

$28,000

a

save

gubernatorial candidate Ed
Thompson won more than 10% of the
vote in the 2002 election, qualifying
the LP as a "major" party in the state.
The Wisconsin Elections Board is

responsible for enforcing state elec¬
adjudicating election law
disputes. Previously, it was comprised
of four Democratic appointees and
four Republican appointees — mak¬
ing Dick the possible swing vote in
tion law and

decisions.

help
ongoing emergency by
small extra donation

making

a
"If each member sent in $6 extra,

month,

we'd be back in the black in

The LNC is also

a

month,"

he noted. "For those that cannot

"re-evaluating ev¬
erything from health insurance to
property insurance to 401K plan ad¬
ministration costs to phone services,"
he said. "Whenever we find a cheaper

in order. The proper steps have been
initiated. We just need time for the

alternative,

process

we

avail ourselves of it."

help

extricate the LP from this situation,
I

just ask

a

little time to get things

to bear fruit."

people who

as

letter signed

by 34 indi¬
organizations — in¬
cluding the Virginia Libertarian Party
a

29-year-old is the
the nine-member board.

—

that

was

know that

market-

a

Dick, who served

as co-manager

of the Ed

Thompson for governor cam¬
paign, said he "felt great" about hav¬
ing been selected.

First, he will be

an

advocate for

the Libertarian

Party and other third
parties to make sure they are repre¬
sented fairly in the political arena,

"I'm

glad that a Libertarian will
finally have a seat at the table," he
said. "I think with all that is going
on in Wisconsin politics right now,
this couldn't have happened at a more
important time."
Dick said he has set two goals for
his two-year tenure on the board.

Second, he wants to make

Republican and Demo¬
politicians who have recently

been indicted for election law viola¬

tions

held accountable, said Dick.
"A Libertarian on the board will
are

that

allegations made against
incumbent politicians are not swept
See ADAM DICK Page 5
ensure

cheapest, and

on

most

"We write to urge you to

make

efficient way/'

—Brian Babb

a

bold break with the past on trans¬

portation policy," said the letter.
included the Hampton Roads Tax¬

sure

that several
cratic

the

December 23.

he said.
Seat at the table

based solution is

hand-delivered to Vir¬

ginia Governor Mark R. Warner

ter LP

Neale said LP members could

viduals and five

3.

narrow

payments.

So said

■ Libertarian Adam Dick takes the oath of office

The Libertarian Party was able to
select an Elections Board member af¬

are

negotiating with states that
willing to defer part of their UMP

portation crisis.

December, after being nominated by

ary

to other

toll roads, user fees, and investorfunded highways to solve its trans¬

lican Governor Scott McCallum in mid-

Janu¬

on

he

said he is

not replaced. In addi¬
tion, Staff Writer Jon Trager was laid
were

and market-based solutions" such

making him the only thirdparty representative on the board.
Dick, 29, was confirmed by Repub¬
—

on

Stevens-Owens moved

June 2003, and, in the meantime,

higher taxes to build new roads,
Virginia should consider "private

the state

Board of Elections in Wiscon¬

sin

resigned
been replaced, De¬
velopment Director Eric Caron was
terminated, and development asso¬
ciates Jeremy Keil and Tiffany
and has not yet

program to governor
Instead of continually imposing “The
signed the letter all

Libertarian Adam Dick hasbeen
serve on

Over the last few months, Execu¬

tive Director Steve Dasbach

jobs and

Fiduciary responsibility
communicating di¬
rectly with the State Chairs regard¬
ing this situation. Deferring UMP is
not an ideal situation. [But] my re¬
sponsibility is to the LP as a whole,
and as the Chair, I have a fiduciary
responsibility to make decisions that
I feel are best for the organization."
Neale said he hopes the party can
get caught up on UMP payments by

Va. coalition delivers
libertarian highway

Adam Dick
sworn in to
Wise Board
of Elections
appointed to

difficult decision to make,"

a

"I have been

To cut costs, the LNC has signifi¬
cantly reduced staff, said Neale.

"The

have been hurt

role, said Neale.

Convention, hired

time."

of the LP
cause

had to defer

we

us some

ca¬

we

UMP because the money was

bers down somewhat," he said. "I

believe that

Neale and LP Trea¬

Deryl Martin made the decision
postpone about $15,000 in Novem¬

surer

Range of options
"[Only] the marketplace will pro¬
vide needed discipline, and contrib¬
ute to a more cost-effective transpor¬
tation system — one that will give
Virginians a wider range of options
while reducing the need for tax
—

subsidies."
.

Organizations signing the letter

payer

Coalition, the Virginia Beach

LP, the Citizens Action Coalition, Inc.,
the Norfolk LP, the Virginia Beach

Taxpayer Alliance, the Peninsula Lib¬
ertarian Club, and the Virginia Con¬
servative Alliance.
The letter

was

also

Political Director Ron

signed by LP
Crickenberger,

See HIGHWAY
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Supreme Court rejects Browne ballot appeal

The U.S. Supreme Court has refused to hear

Michigan LP announces plan
to elect State Reps, by 2006

appeal from LP presidential candidate
Harry Browne, who had sued Arizona for
refusing to put his name on the 2000 ballot.
The high court rejected the appeal without
comment on December 16. As a result, a law in
Arizona that requires independent candidates
to file petition signatures five months before
the general election will stand.
"I wasn't surprised [at the court's decision],"
said Browne. "The Democrats and Republicans

■ Harry Browne:

Representatives in 2006.
The ambitious plan — dubbed
"Operation Farm Team" — was an¬
nounced by State Chair James Hudler
at the state LFs annual LibertyFest

have

Lawsuit

dinner

an

a

closed club. We will continue to suffer

The Libertarian Party of Michi¬
gan

has set

rejected,

we are big enough that we
ignored — at which point the press will begin to put pressure
on the Republicans and Democrats to open up the
process."
Browne had sought to be placed on the Arizona ballot as an
independent candidate in 2000, after a maverick LP faction nomi¬
nated science fiction author L. Neil Smith as its presidential candi¬
date. Browne appeared on the other 49 state ballots.
Browne submitted 22,000 signatures in Arizona, but missed the
June 14 deadline
two months before the "major" parties had to
select candidates. Browne filed a lawsuit in August 2000, arguing that
the early filing deadline violated his First Amendment rights.
On May 29, 2001, the Arizona Court of Appeals ruled that the
state had no compelling interest to set the deadline for candidates so
early. That decision was overturned by the Arizona supreme court on
May 24, 2002, and Browne appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court.
The case was Browne vs. [Secretary of State] Bayless (02-561).

can't be

—

Alaska Libertarians file contribution lawsuit

The Alaska Libertarian Party has gone to court to try to overturn
regulation that requires parties to divulge their sources of
"soft-money" and reveal how they spend those donations.
On January 2, Ken Jacobus, an attorney for the Alaska LP, asked
a

the state

Superior Court in Anchorage to impose an injunction to

block the

measure.

The

regulation, which was adopted by the Alaska Public Offices
Commission (AP0C) in November, violates Constitutional free-speech
protections, argued Jacobus, since citizens fearful of political reprisals
should have the right to make anonymous contributions.
Also, the AP0C did not have the legal authority to impose the
regulation, argued Jacobus.
"This is something for the legislature to decide," he said.
The commission had adopted the rule in November on a 4-1 vote,
claiming that it would "prevent organized special interests from
exerting undue influence over election campaigns and elected
officials." It went into effect December 20.
A decision could be issued

by Superior Court Judge Mark Rindner
mid-January (after LP News went to press).
In April 2001, the Alaska LP had won a lawsuit overturning an
Alaska law that put a $5,000 limit on contributions that individuals
can make to political parties.
as soon as

November 16, 2002.
"To the best of my knowledge,

new

Supreme

Court book

The Cato Institute has turned its libertar¬
ian

microscope

on

the Supreme Court.

In

December, the non-partisan, Wash¬
ington, DC-based think tank released Cato
Supreme Court Review, 2001-2002, the first of
an

annual series-of books that will review

high court decisions "from a classical liberal
perspective, specifically looking at the most
important and far reaching cases of the year."
The book features contributions from

libertarian

legal experts such as Richard A.
Epstein, Roger Pilon, Jonathan Turley, James
L. Swanson, Stephen P. Halbrook, Robert A. Levy, and Clint Bolick.
The Cato Supreme Court Review won early praise:
■ Nadine Strossen, president of the American Civil Liberties Union,
said: "All friends of freedom must maintain special vigilance over the
Court. This new Cato Supreme Court Review promises invaluable
insight and inspiration for that vital task."
■ Charles J. Cooper, former Assistant Attorney General, said: "The
Court's vital work will now be rigorously critiqued against basic prin¬
ciples — the enumeration of powers, the Takings and Contract Clauses
—

in

that have been out of fashion but

were

fundamental to the Founders

checking governmental encroachments on individual liberty."
The 270-page paperback book is available for $15.00. It can be

ordered at: www.cato.org.

pictures appear in the media, they
regularly meet and greet people in
their community, and they become

Michigan LP has put

known for their

together

multiyear;

a

strategy for success "
—James Hudler

The

four-year plan calls for the
party to encourage local affili¬

public light, these officeholders take
away the fear that a voter might have
in voting for our little-known minor

ates to run more candidates for non¬

partisan office in 2003, to hire a field
director to help those candidates win
"Farm Team" of

a

beyond the LFs

leg¬

the party can
people

party."
Pool

"In 2001, we ran five candidates

for various

city council

implement the plan, the state
LP will encourage all 19 of its county
and regional affiliates to run candi¬

around

races

people (60%)
fourth

the Farm Team for

smaller

elected, and a
close. In these
offices, Libertarian campaign
came

resources

To

the state," he noted. "Three of those

Run Farm Team
run

grasp,

"marshal the resources" to get
elected to lower-level offices.

run

islature in 2006.

"We will

dates for local office in 2003

were

to

very

pool their

resources

best candidate in each

much more skilled than
their competitors."
■ Second, Libertarians who have

tatives."

chance of

work with the affiliates and

Operation Farm Team is based on
major principles, said Hudler:

being elected to higherlevel partisan offices than Libertar¬
ians with no history of public ser¬

■

vice.

work with

two

First, while high-level offices

president and

A NewJersey LPmemberhelped
Delaware

Valley Regional
High School District residents
$9.8 million by spearheading oppo¬
sition to a school spending referen¬
save

dum.
lost

by a vote of 2,009-1,856 in
five communities that comprise

the
the

school district
Alexandria, Hol¬
land, and Kingwood Townships, and

are

a

To encourage that level of elec¬
tion activity, the party will hire a field

director, said Hudler.

better

"The field director's

job will be to
provide
them with training and support," he
said. "Then, the field director will

already

[affiliate] chairs to help
See MICHIGAN Page 5

helps beat $9.8m school vote
created

a
website
(http://
necessarypubliceducation.com) with

boosters, guaranteed 'yes' votes re¬
gardless of the facts. In the end, we

"complete documentation" against
spending plan.

were

the

"The real battle
issues:

On December 10, the referendum

the

"Libertarians who

governor are now

NJ Libertarian

low-level offices have

and

area.

managers are

won

—

behind the

partisan [legislative] offices — and
some will get elected," said Hudler.
"The goal is to get 10 people elected
to the Michigan House of Represen¬

like

run

higher office, the voters are in¬
clined to say, 'I know him, he is my
city councilman and he is the only
one who consistently votes against
raising my taxes.' By being in the

multi-election

this

a multiyear, multi-election
strategy for success," said Hudler.

elected officials, and then to
those officeholders for the state

common sense.

"If such Libertarians choose to
for

together

and thus build

city councils and in other
in their

communities," said Hudler. "Their

first time that the

is the first time that the LPM has put

state

on

elected positions are known

on

—

publishes

serving

is the

10 Libertarians to the state

House of

losses like this until

Cato

“This

goal of electing

a

was

not over the

This wasn't the first time district

had those cornered," said
Wuestefeld. "It boiled down to our

residents said "no" to

higher educa¬
spending: In 2001, voters re¬
jected a $26.2 million spending plan,
and in March 2002 rejected a $23.4
million spending plan.

we

ability to create

tional

and moti¬
polls versus the
mobilize their

awareness

vation to get to the
school's ability to

able to defeat the referendum

by 153 votes."

boroughs of Frenchtown and

Milford.
Had it

passed, the referendum

would have authorized tax money for
renovations to the existing Delaware

Valley Regional High School building
and for a 17,000-square-foot addition.

Libertarian Viewpoint
enclosed in this issue

Awareness

campaign
"important vic¬
tory" for taxpayers, said Chris
Wuestefeld, who coordinated an "ag¬
gressive awareness campaign" against
The vote

was an

A complimentary copy of the LFs
new

particularly here in New Jersey, be¬
so important
that it trumps all other concerns,"
he said. "We want a thorough educa¬

lieves that education is

tion for

our

kids, but that doesn't

trump everything else. We also need
to do it

efficiently."

Wuestefeld's anti-tax group
mailed a double-sided flyer to all dis¬
trict voters, conducted a letter-tothe-editor

writing campaign, and

Viewpoint, is enclosed

in this issue of LP News.

the referendum.
"The education establishment,

outreach tabloid, the Lib¬

ertarian

'"We want members to

see

what

a

great piece of outreach material this
is," said LP Political Director Ron

Crickenberger. "I encourage readers
give this copy to a friend, and or¬
der more copies to help spread the
word about the Libertarian Party."
The 8-page, full-color Libertar¬
ian Viewpoint features articles on corporate
welfare, crime, poverty, foreign policy, and other topical issues.
To order additional copies of the Libertarian Viewpoint, see the fullpage advertisement on page 13.
to
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If the

Michigan
Continued from

Legislative victory in '06

races.

office in Hazel Park, the field coordi¬

accomplished, the

nator will also handle calls from the

field director will work with the lo¬

media, provide support to volunteers,
and help the state membership com¬
mittee grow the party, said Hudler.

cal

chair,

candidate, and the

candidate's

campaign manager to
certain that they have the skills
The field direc¬

"Over the next four years, the field
director will help affiliates and can¬

help connect these
people with some of our more expe¬
rienced campaigners [in] the state."

didates," he said. "We will get more
people elected to low-level offices. We
will get more people appointed to

make
to

credible

run

races.

tor will also

their local boards and commissions.

We WILL CONTINUE

Working from the state party's

Page 4

find candidates and winnable
"Once that is

LP:

We will continue to do this until

to do this until we

have built up a
Farm Team

who

are

the party will also run
educational candidates as
possible to make our presence known
and build name-brand recognition,"
to set the state for the 2006 legisla¬
In 2004,

"as many

of people

elected to

low-level

we

have built up a Farm Team of people
who are elected and appointed to lowlevel offices."

tive elections, said Hudler.

offices

plan works — and the LP
legislative seats in
2006
the Libertarian Party should
"keep either major party from hav¬
ing a majority," said Hudler. "Then,
both parties will need to work with
us to get things accomplished."
The state LP is currently raising
the money to hire a field director, said
Hudler, and hopes to hire a person
by February 1, 2003.
"The strategy is based on our ex¬
periences," he said. "It is now up to
us to apply our best efforts to repli¬
cate our best performances through
out our 30-year history."
does win 10 state
—
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rug," he vowed.

f"

mn

letter to Governor McCallum,
was confident

Bob Collison said he

that Dick would
on

a

valuable role
©TM

the board.
"I

J

proud to play a part in this
expansion of representation

am

historic
on

play
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Continued from
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important time."

kit

In

>m0
m

happened

Adam Dick

under the

surplus to

ton I?

in Wisconsin politics

this couldn't have

ns ,n3! help

t^overm^l

the Elections Board to

third

a

party," he wrote. "Adam Dick,

a

resi¬

dent of Tomah, Wisconsin, is well

qualified to

serve as a

member of the

Elections Board."

OUIZCLASSIC ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

This is it: the bril iant lit le toolthat’s an instant eye-opener
and

mind-changer for friends and strangers alike!
eye-catching, fun, enlightening, self-contained
outreach package! Pass them out to friends .and strangers
alike
and watch their eyes light up!
This is the most popular outreach tool in the libertarian move¬
ment
and for good reason. If you want to quickly reach people
with libertarian ideas, put the Quiz to work for you!
An

—

Accountability
Ed Thompson said, "A Libertarian
on the Elections Board will help bring
accountability to Wisconsin politics
that have recently been tarnished by
allegations of corruption."
An LP member since 1988,

Dick

practiced law in New York before
heading up the Thompson campaign.
The Libertarian Party is the first
third party in state history to earn a
seat

have

on

the Elections Board, and will

opportunity to nominate a
again in 2004, two
before the next gubernatorial

an

board member
years
election.

3.5"

x

2" business card size.

Handy for carrying in wallets.
$6.00
$10.50
Classic (1,000) $24.00
Classic (200)
Classic (400)

| ||g*
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—

Over SIX MILLION sold!

3.5"

"The World’s Smallest Political Quiz is the
tool

we

libertarians have!”

—

single best outreach
George Getz, Libertarian Party

Director of Communications

"The Quiz has gained respect as a valid measure of a person’s

political leanings." —The Washington Post
"What the heck, I figured, I’ll take the test... Good grief! (I
discovered) I
The York

am a

libertarian...”

(PA) Dispatch

Advocates for

QUIZ DELUXE ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

—

Larry Hicks, columnist,

6" index card size.

(Shown at top.) Our standard, best¬
the one used in Operation Politically Homeless
booths and for general purposes. Most popular size — fits
perfectly in shirt pockets, daily planners.
,
Deluxe (200) $10.00 • Deluxe (400) $18.00 • Deluxe (1,000) $35.00
x

selling Quiz

—

Don’t get

caught without this extraordinary outreach tool
www.TheAdvocates.org. Or call toll-free:
800-932-1776. Or fax: 770-386-8373 today!

—

Order online at

Self-Government, 5 South Public square, Suite 304, Cartersville, ga 30120 • 800-932-1776 • advocates@self-gov.org
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vastly expanded

TALKING POINTS

powers to spy on all
not we're suspected

bid carnal deeds that have been com¬
mitted by the overwhelming major¬

crime.
Simply by claiming that the in¬
formation they're after might be rel¬
evant to a terrorism
investigation, a
federal agent or local law-enforcement
official can get our medical and finan¬

ity of American adults, are a prime
example. Until 1961, every state pro¬
hibited sodomy. But most people have
lost interest in regulating what oth¬
ers do between the sheets.
Today,
sodomy laws exist in only 13 states.
No state actually enforces these
laws the way other laws are enforced.
Why? Because very few Americans see
police in the bedroom as a legitimate

of us, whether

or

of any

Why food is really like heroin,
and the longneck legal theory

■

Troops abroad

Why all this fear? Why do people
really believe that they will die if
someone smokes in another part of
the restaurant they're eating in?
[Because] there exists a huge

Number of times the United States
has

deployed troops abroad in its 226history: 277

year

Harpers, December 2002

—

■ Cost of empire

world of health groups

^

employing hundreds of
people whose
livelihoods depend on fund¬
ing from people who are scared.

[In December], President Bush
made a big deal about signing a mili¬
tary authorization bill with a $30 bil¬

thousands of

lion increase.
Here

we

No fears, no funds, no work.

12 years after the col¬

are,

The professionals who fight
smoking [for example] not only
make a good living doing so,
their lives are given purpose by
this fight.

lapse of the Soviet Union, and with¬
out a credible enemy in sight we are
still spending nearly $400 billion
annually on defense.
It is not really the cost of defense,
but rather the cost of an empire.

For most of those who dedicate

their lives to

CHARLY REESE

—

“Here we are,

King Features Syndicate, Inc.
December 9, 2002

■

Wagner's Law
A 19th

century economist named
Wagner formulated a "law" re¬
garding the expansion of government.

12 years

after the

collapse of the Soviet

fighting tobacco, that
fight takes on religious meaning. For
them, fighting Big Tobacco is as im¬
portant, as meaningful, and as per¬
sonally sacred as fighting abortion is
to Christians who fight abortion.
DENNIS PRAGER

—

Adolf
He

argued that

ety increases,

as

still

so

an observation.
The United States is

spending nearly

$400 billion annually

defense

on

a perfect ex¬
ample of Wagner's Law. Prior to World
War I, government spending as a
share of the gross national product
was

we are

When

one

includes state and lo¬

cal governments, government at all
now accounts for about 31% of

levels

national income. In short, almost one
out of every three dollars in the U.S.

Charly Reese

—

"Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates has ad¬
responsibility for stealing and
trashing about 1,000 copies of The
Daily Californian that carried the stu¬
dent newspaper's endorsement of his
opponent."
The university police recom¬
mended the prosecutors charge the
mayor with petty theft.
mitted

—

It

commissioner in Tallahassee, Fla.,

killing

me

hard to miss. Just about

was

world

organization in the West¬
reported [in December] that

french fries

kill you.
American media widely
can

apologized for urinating in a voter's
yard in October, attributing it to a
prostate problem and not anger that
the voter had moments earlier refused

which is found in french fries and

—

post Rucker's campaign sign.
NEWS OF THE WEIRD

December 8, 2002

in

other fried foods, causes cancer in
rodents.
Almost

action II

We often hear about

left-wing
thugs on college campuses stealing
newspapers that print politically in¬
correct material, but usually the per¬
petrators are students.
In this case, it's the mayor of Ber¬
keley. The Daily Californian reports

sale

week' goes

by without
report on some food or environmen¬
tal danger that can kill us. It is quite
remarkable that any of us are alive
given our exposure to secondhand
smoke, asbestos, lead in paint-, cellu¬
lar phones and seesaws; our ingest¬
ing alcohol, sugar, fat and arsenic¬
laden water; and our inhaling pol¬
no

luted air.

case,

has to
might

about to

crime, this law permits

a

seen

in heroin withdrawal.

function of government.
STEVE CHAPMAN

—

The Baltimore Sun

com¬

whole¬

December 10, 2002

fishing expedition.

■ War is

The

expensive

act also expanded the
government's power to detain and
deport non-U.S. citizens and to hold
people whom it suspects of whatever
in preventive detention.
Beyond the Patriot Act are a se¬
ries of edicts issued by the Bush ad¬
ministration that gave the govern¬
ment more control over our lives.
By

Although it is difficult to predict
how much Americans would pay for
a new war with
Iraq, one fact seems
indisputable: It will be many times
more than the cost of the last
[Per¬
sian Gulf] war.
Informal estimates by congres¬
sional staff and Washington think

declaring that anybody,

tanks of the costs of

even an

American citizen, is an enemy com¬

an

invasion of

batant, the government may now jail

Iraq and a postwar occupation of the
country have been in the range of

that person

$100 billion to $200 billion.

indefinitely, without
charging him with a crime, letting hin
see a lawyer or
allowing him to come
before a judge. Terror suspect Jose
Padilla and accused Taliban member
Yaser Esam Hamdi

are

the current

poster boys for this policy, but it
could be any of us.
We have less freedom and
we

had

just

congressional committees that inves¬
our national intelligence sys¬
tem found that the problem isn't that
the government needs more power to

tigated

collect information about

us:

It's that

•

If the

fighting is protracted, and
Iraqi President Saddam Hussein blows
up his country's oil fields, most
economists believe the indirect costs
of the war could be much greater,

reverberating through the U.S.
economy for many years.
—

MICHAEL DOBBS

The

more

Washington Post

December 1, 2002

■

Longneck legal theory
Two Bronx

teenagers, one 4 feet
suing
McDonald's because they weigh 170
pounds and 270 pounds, respectively.
10 and the other 5 feet 6, are

it doesn't know how to

The

information it

derives from the Garth Brooks

—

analyze the
already has.

Sheryl McCarthy

The Miami Herald

lar to that

legal theory behind their suit
lyric:
"Longneck bottle, let go of my hand."

—

December 19, 2002

■ Bedroom
There

are

■ Seductive socialism

police

some

George F. will, Newsweek

December 23, 2002

laws that exist

only because no one would ever
dream of enforcing them.
Anti-sodomy statutes, which for¬

Socialism is
is

only

a

wonderful idea. It

as a reality
disastrous. Among
race,

that it has been
people of every

color, and creed, all around the

JAN GARDNER

—

The Boston Globe
December 30, 2002

Oak, Texas, police pulled
over for a possible DUI. But

they wound up charging her for some¬
thing much more, um, serious.
Kathy Grubbs was found to have
17 "obscene materials and obscene

devices"

—

in other words, a car full

of dildos. She distributes the items

r

*

The greater the

obstacle, the more
glory in overcoming it.”
mam

—

Moliere

and had

just returned from showing
at a party for adult women.
Texas law says it's illegal to
"wholesale promote" obscene devices,
so Grubbs now faces two years in
prison.
her

—

CHARLES OLIVER

December 23, 2002

■

jj^ No doubt: The powerful Republican and

wares

Reason.com

a

■ Politicians

a

or are

In White

reported
the Food and Drug Administration's
announcement confirming earlier
Swedish findings that acrylamide,

to

public health risk factor in the

a woman

■ You're

running for county

mit

■ Bad vibrations

every news

Mike Rucker,

the number

[Author Ellen Ruppel] Shell points
to evidence that foods high in fat and
refined carbohydrates are addictive,
highlighting recent findings that
mice weaned off a fat- and sugar-rich
diet exhibit a state of anxiety simi¬

December 6, 2002

ern

have committed

James Taranto

OpinionJournal.com

December 12, 2002

regular criminal

a

where the government official
show probable cause that we

two.

or

—

■ Politicians in action I

one

as

United States within the next decade

economy is spent by government.
Bruce Bartlett

TownHall.com

Heroin

[The new book] The Hungry Gene
draws parallels between Big Tobacco
and Big Food that are all the more
chilling because obesity is expected
to overtake tobacco

less than 3% almost every year

except during wartime.
Since then, spending as a share
of national output has risen almost
continuously. By the mid-1960s, fed¬
eral spending consumed 17% of the
economy. This year it is 19.5%, accord¬
ing to the Congressional Budget Office.

=

e-mail and student records.

Unlike

than

December 11, 2002

■ Food

ruse our

privacy
than a year
ago, without any proof that this has
increased our security in any way. The

WorldNetDaily.com

the wealth of soci¬

does the size of gov¬
ernment. Wagner did not know why
this is the case; he was simply mak¬

ing

Union, and

cial records, find out what books we
checked out of'the library and pe¬

Spy on all of us

Among the biggest culprit in this
war [on terrorism] is the USA Patriot
Act, which Congress passed within
weeks of the September 11 attacks.
The act gave the federal government

Democratic

^,1! * * 1

x

^

we

parties are the great obstacle

face in creating a Constitutional gov-

ernment in America. We all do our part in
overcoming that obstacle —as candidates,
contributors, and activists. But there may
be a tool you
the LP in your

haven't considered: Naming
will or insurance policy. For
a private discussion of that option, call LP
Treasurer Deryl Martin at (865) 584-5192.
Or e-mail: dmartin301@comcast.net
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world, socialism has led to hunger in

national

countries that used to have

MTV to the Amish.

surplus

security issues, he could sell

For the last year, the administra¬
tion has used September 11 as an

flicted

excuse

virtually every industry. In its

war against Iraq.
not, his pitch has
worked. An October poll by the Pew

going to

Communist version, it killed far more
innocent civilians in peacetime than

But sensible

Hitler killed in his death camps

Research Center for the

dur¬

Nevertheless, for many of those

think Saddam Hussein

primarily in ideas, social¬

in. the attacks

attractive idea

Center and the

ism remains

an

People & the

Press found that 66% of Americans

ing World War H.
who deal

or

—

in

played

a

role

the World Trade

fact that

equacies of particular leaders.

there

was

Pollack,

a

no

case

Hussein "was not involved in the ter¬
rorist attacks of

Sept. 11, 2001."
going to war regardless. But
the administration figures if it offers
enough reasons to go after Saddam
Hussein, people won't notice that
none of them is convincing. A hun¬
We're

zero

in math, but

former CIA analyst whose

STEVE CHAPMAN

In addition, the

General Account¬

continues to demand that automakers

develop "smart" airbags. It expects

tute General Counsel Sam Kazman

manufacturers

to include them in

35% of

next summer.

new cars

sensors

is

certain bad weather conditions.

ing Office warned NHTSA last year
that the technology will not be ready
by the 2003 deadline.
As Competitive Enterprise Insti¬

December 19, 2002

zero

politics, nothing piled on nothing
can eventually add up to something.

—

Deadly regulations

Despite more than 200 deaths
caused by airbags over the last de¬
cade, the National Highway Traffic
and Safety Administration (NHTSA)

TownHall.com

dred times

connection. Kenneth

■

Companies have warned the
agency that sensors, which "smart"
airbags use to detect small passen¬
gers, can be fooled by children buck¬
led in safety seats or adults who shift
their weight during a collision. The

in

Pentagon.

They believe this in spite of the
our intelligence agencies say

fact, seductive. Its every failure is
explained away as due to the inad¬
Human nature has been at the

on

for

invading Iraq, is honest
enough to state plainly that Saddam

the

food to export.
Its economic disasters have af¬

for

book, The Threatening Storm, makes

February 2003 ♦ PAGE 7

also don't function well in

flaw is

an

ethical issue, and ethics

largely banished from today's
technocratic regulatory debates."
are

—

CEI UPDATE

November/December 2002

heart of the failures of socialism. No¬
where have

people been willing to
good"
as they do for their own benefit. Per¬
haps in some other galaxy there are

work

well for the "common

as

creatures who

would, but the track

record of socialism among

human
beings on earth shows that this is not
the place.
Worst of

all, the concentration of

political

power necessary to try to
reduce economic inequalities has al¬

lowed tyrants like Stalin, Mao,
Pol Pot to impose their notions

and
and

caprices on millions of others —
draining them economically or
slaughtering them en masse or ex¬
ploiting them sexually.
Mao Zedong, for example, had
harems of young girls — and occa¬
sionally boys — for his pleasure in
various parts of China.
There is no point blaming the trag¬
edies of socialism

on

the flaws

or

Dear Freethinker
You’ve probably heard people
refer

to

you as

“a loner" or

“peculiar’just because you
spend your free time as you choose—
and because you choose to spend
your free time with only the few
persons you really like.

corruption of particular leaders. Any
system which allows some people to
exercise unbridled power over other
people is an open invitation to abuse,
whether that system is called slavery
or socialism or
something else.
—

Thomas Sowell

The

December 11, 2002

■

Maybe people have even called you “odd”
“weird” or “crazy” just because you find

or

solitude and your own thoughts to
best of all companions.

Washington Times

Drugs and violence

Propaganda [is] an accurate de¬
scription of the federal government's
anti-drug ads, which is why the Of¬
fice of National Drug Control Policy
feels the need to defend them in

na¬

be the

Possibly, during a mellow moment of
for your fellow man, you have
considered the unthinkable: making a public
apology for your unique lifestyle.
concern

tionwide newspaper

ads.
particular, the ad defends the
proposition that drug users are ac¬
cessories to "intimidation, bribery,
torture and murder." Drug money, you
see, "funds terrible things."
The problem with blaming drug
buyers for violence is that the nexus
between drugs and "intimidation,
bribery, torture and murder" exists
because the government created it.
No prohibition, no black market. No
In

«

Then, you’ll undoubtedly welcome
a
unique book:
MATHESES LANE

penned by Wanda Logan
r<u

Matheses Lane is

black market, no black market vio¬
lence and

corruption.
light, drug

In this

John
Walters and other supporters of the
status quo bear more responsibility
for "terrible things" than the aver¬
age pot smoker. No wonder they're
so
—

Reason.com

December 9, 2002

■ 100 times
a

and bookstores

revolutionary. It exposes all
so-called mental illness as nothing more than a delusive
state

zero

of consciousness.

It associates the laws of

genuine metaphysics with
teachings of original Christianity — the Doctrine which
clarified a crucial point: “God gave man a sound mind,”

the

as

explained by an Apostle.
r<L9

George W. Bush is the first presi¬
dent with

offered by
The Christopher
Publishing House
everywhere

JACOB SULLUM

fictional work of satire.

It is both controversial and

czar

defensive.

a

«

master's in business ad¬

ministration, and somewhere along
the line he mastered the art of

mar¬

keting. Judging from his handling of

has

argued in the past: "The basic flaw
in the air bag mandate is the notion
that it's government's business to
force us to protect ourselves. But that

Matheses Lane will not leave you where it found you.
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■ CONNECTICUT

AFFILIATE NEWS

State LP works to change
'minor party' definition
Hoping to make the political
cess

Candidate

posthumously defeats sign law;
Libertarian wins newspaper column contest

■ CALIFORNIA

A

a committee to
lobby for
change in the state's definition of

minor party.

a

Currently,

a

minor party is

threshold is reached, a party's candi¬
date for that particular office earns
automatic spot on

the ballot in

The LP wants to

so

San Mateo Libertarian Jack

at

change the law
party's candidate earns
least 1%, the party will earn bal¬
that if

a

Hickey made his debut on the Se¬
quoia Healthcare District Board in a
conspicuous way: He cast the only
"no" votes on two major issues and
was called "reprehensible"
by the
board's president.
At his first meeting on December
4, Hickey voted against a $1.35 million-per-year program for uninsured
children and a $20,000 feasibility
study for a Community Wellness Cen¬

lot

ter. The vote

islative session. A similar bill

was

4-1

on

rehensible."
But

Hickey, who also

serves as

the

as

The LP

up

There ain't
■ Brandon

no

such

thing

free cookie at Miami University

as a

Turner, vice president of the Miami University College Libertarians (MUCL) in Ohio, poses with
a

bake sale

on

November 15.

was a success!" said Turner, as he proudly displayed some of the proceeds of the sale.
catering to his fellow student's sweet teeth, Turner, a junior, is a political science major.

■ COLORADO

■ COLORADO

State LP will focus on
better marketing in '03

Colorado Libertarians

New

The California Libertarian

Party

pan

jail bond proposal

the party will hire
a marketing consultant "to improve
our message and help us add more
members," he said. "We must focus

in the November

member county commission
voted to fund it anyway, said LP

islation in December that would grant

growing the size of our member¬
ship. Growing to the next level is
going to require a new level of pro¬

amnesty to owners of ferrets. The bill

fessionalism."

Libertarian

ing to build membership in 2003, said

Thanks to

a

Libertarian,

a

state

Translation: State Senator Dede

Alpert (D-Coronado) introduced leg¬

would

legalize the small mammals if
they have been neutered, registered,
and vaccinated for rabies. Currently,
ferrets are illegal in the state, and
owners

face

The bill
ferret

a

$1,000 fine.

partially inspired by
Pat Wright, the Liber¬

was

owner

tarian candidate for lieutenant gov¬
ernor in 2002 who focused his cam¬

paign

the issue.
In 1993, Wright founded Ferrets
Anonymous, an organization that
advocates ferret legalization.
"[Ferret owners] know the fear of
having their homes violated and their
pets destroyed," said Wright.
Alpert acknowledged that the fer¬
ret issue isn't "terribly significant"
compared to the state's $21 billion
deficit, but said, "It's important to
ferret owners, and it's an issue we
on

should have final resolution on."

California and Hawaii
two states where ferret

against the law.

are the only
ownership is

effective market¬

on more

LP State Chair Aaron Starr.
As

a

first step,

on

In

semble

a

a

volunteer Sales and Market¬
up

of LP members, said

has
Me¬

dia Director Mike Seebeck.

plans to finance
corporation to
issue new bonds and by cutting fund¬
ing for local transportation projects,
the

jail by forming

a

said Seebeck.

Starr.

The cost to taxpayers

Its

tive

election, the five-

The commission

addition, the party will as¬

ing team made

goal: "To figure out cost-effec¬
methods of growing our ranks,"

he said.

at about $130

is estimated

million.

The decision to build the

ruary 15 state convention in Ontario
to teach members "how to add more

jail de¬
spite opposition by the majority of
local voters reflects a "complete lack
of accountability," said Seebeck.
"The County Commissioners have

members to

been out of touch with the voters for

The state LP will also offer

communications

our

Libertarians join group
to battle smoking ban

Libertarians met with other op¬

ponents of the ban at the Sheraton
Hotel in Wilmington on December 15

a

free

workshop at its Feb¬

ranks," said Starr.

"The aim is to

help [members]
become better at establishing rapport
with others so that they'll be more
likely to hear your ideas, adopt your
beliefs and join your party," he said.

long time," he said.
"The Libertarian Party of El Paso
County hopes voters remember this
so-called representation in 2004. We
a

know

we

will."

anti-smoking laws

echo the War

El Paso Libertarians have

panned
plan by the county commission to
build a new jail — just three weeks
after local voters rejected the pro¬
posal in a referendum.
Although voters bounced the plan
to construct the jail by a 2-1 margin

legislator has filed a bill to forgive folks
who feloniously fancy furry friends.

vote.

to discuss ways

■ CALIFORNIA

will focus

to

a

lition of groups working to overturn
the state's new anti-smoking law.

"The bake sale

■ CALIFORNIA

inspires bill
grant ferret amnesty

for

was

come

The Delaware LP has joined a coa¬

outreach

end to taxpayer

involving such activities."

hopes to find a legislator
bill during the 2003 leg¬

■ DELAWARE

asset

tracts

than 1,700 for Con¬

introduced in 2001, but failed to

When not

con¬

as more

to sponsor a

Sequoia Hospital Foundation.

advocate termination of current

well

sible task," she said.

The bake sale, held at the college's Shriver Center, raised money for MUCL activities, such as
events. And how did the college Libertarians do in their foray into free-market capitalism?

an

getting 7,500
signatures for each state office,

gressional offices, is nearly an impos¬

spending tax dollars on phil¬
anthropic activities. Instead, he sug¬
gested voluntary donations to the

expenditures for such activi¬
ties," he said. "And, where legally
possible and economically feasible, I

can¬

"We all think that

valid

several dozen cookies and muffins at

"I advocate

for its entire slate of

Rasch.

chair of the San Mateo LP, said he
opposes

access

didates, instead of being forced to
petition, said LP Secretary Linda

each of the

questions.
Hickey, who had won election in
November, was immediately criticized
by board President Arthur Faro, who
said the Libertarian's votes were "rep¬

one

whose statewide candidates received
at least 1% of the vote. Once that

the next election.

the Healthcare Board

on

pro¬

"inclusive," Libertarians

have formed
a

an

conspicuous LP debut

more

on

Drugs

lic

are an

prohibit smoking in pub¬

escalation of the War

on

on a new

front," said Colorado LP State Chair
John Berntson. "It's

no longer about
marijuana and heroin and cocaine;
now

it's about Camels and Marlboros.

The War

businesses

smoking

and commercial

of November 27.

as

Since that date, bar and restau¬
rant owners said

they lost 20% to 50%

of their business. One restaurant

Drugs, the state LP charged.
"Prohibition has taken

The law banned indoor
in bars, restaurants,

New laws in Pueblo and Fort

Collins that

to overturn or amend

the law when the General Assembly
returns in January.

dubbed itself

even

"Smokeeasy" — a pri¬
vate smoking club modeled on the
illegal "speakeasy" bars of the Prohi¬
bition

a

era.

Instead of

passing another law,

Drugs has been extended
into legal [drugs like.nicotine]."
on

In late 2002, Pueblo and Fort

Collins

joined Louisville, Lafayette,
and Montrose and made it illegal to
smoke in public — even outdoors.
But banning smoking on streets,
in parks, and on sidewalks is foolish,
said Berntson, since no one is harmed
but the smoker.
"Smokers

being discriminated
against, even though they are harm¬
ing no one else," he said. "While the
are

effects of secondhand smoke

are

dis¬

outdoors setting it isn't
an issue. [Is] the real reason that
some people just don't like smoke?
Will the next thing be banning smok¬
ing paraphernalia — such as matches,
lighters, and ashtrays?"
putable, in

an

Online
Resources
for LP
Members
■ Find contact info for

Libertarian
Party or your State Chair

your state
Visit:

Click

www.LP.org
Organization

on:

Click

on:

State Parties

Click

on:

[Your state]

■ Find contact info for

the National Committee
Visit:

www.LP.org
Organization

Click

on:

Click

on:

National

Committee

Miss

Liberty’s Guide to Film and Video

guide to Libertarian film. A great gift!
Laissez-Faire Books ~ Amazon.com ~ MissLiberty.com
The definitive

Click

on:

LNC

Directory

■ Renew your

membership

Visit:
See:

Click

www.LP.org
Special Features (left side)
on:

LP Members
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Libertarian

$37,000-per-year pension.
Consalvo fatally shot an unarmed
prostitute in 1996. Although he was
cleared of criminal wrongdoing, he
was charged with several violations
of conduct by police, and resigned.
However, he still qualified for a
pension because he retired a day be¬
fore the departmental hearing on the
charges, said local LP Chair Howard
Schoen
allowing him to respond
with a "no" on the pension applica¬

the

legislature should have let the
free market decide, said George
Smith,

a

2002 candidate for General

Assembly (10th District).
"The fact that the legislature has
the ability to do pretty much any¬
thing it wants doesn't make it right
for them to stomp on the property
rights of restaurant, casino, hotel,
and bar owners," he said. "Let's not
have the government take over yet
another facet of our daily lives."

—

tion when asked whether he
■ INDIANA

Holiday tax increase is
'outrageous/ says party

tion "so that

Libertarians rebuked state law¬

tion

makers for

boosting the sales tax in
December, charging that it hurt busi¬
nesses

during the holiday

As of December 1,

sales tax rate

was

raised from 5% to

one more

new

way

nesses," he said.
Furthermore, instead of hitting

$1,000.

professional motorcycle racers.
The advertisements cost about
The response to

businesses with

place they should look is in Indiana's

budget," he said.

label

Libertarian

appointed
planning board

to town
There's

a

new

Libertarian in of¬

fice in Indiana: Rex Bell, who was
named to the
Commission

Bell

Hagerstown Planning

on

December 23.

appointed by the Wayne
County Commission, and will repre¬
sent the 2-mile area surrounding
Hagerstown. His position also entitles
him to

was

serve on

the town's Board of

Zoning Appeals.
"One of our goals for 2002 was to
put someone in the county [govern¬
ment] building that understood what
'private property' means," said Bell.
"I guess we'll have to settle for the
city building."
Bell, who serves as the Chair of
the Wayne County LP, is the owner of
a construction company. An LP can¬
didate for Wayne County Council in

ers

Brad

Klopfenstein, Indiana LP

executive director, said, "Rex will do
a

great job in showing the people of

Hagerstown that you can have both
responsible government and respect
for property rights."
Hagerstown (population: 1,768) is
about 60 miles east of Indianapolis.

Mourning the Bill of Rights in Nevada

Lindenmeyer is
affecting politics in Clemson.
Lindenmeyer, who suffered a fa¬
tal heart attack in September 2002,
had chided the city government in
August over a campaign sign ordi¬
nance. At the time, he was running
for State House (District 3).
Lindenmeyer charged that the
ordinance, which prohibits putting up
campaign signs more than 30 days
prior to an election, violated his free
speech rights. As a result, the
Clemson city council voted to suspend
enforcement of the provision until

The NCBORDC is

a

"coalition of local concerned citizens and

organizations that are dedicated to creating a Civil Liberties Safe Zone
in Nevada County, by acting to safeguard the essential rights of
Nevada County citizens," said Brown.
Other NCBORDC participants include the Peace Center of Nevada
County and the Nevada County Green Party.

LP candidate for

a

"Energize Indiana" — saying
it imposes a greater burden on busi¬
nesses and will require increased gov¬
ernment spending.
"Energize Indiana will fatigue the
state's already tired economy," said
Executive

Director

Brad

Klopfenstein. "A more apt name for
small-business-killing program is
Eulogize Indiana."
The plan, unveiled by Governor
this

Frank 0'Bannon and Lieutenant Gov¬
Joe Kernan in

early December,
calls for the state government to "in¬
vest" tax money in businesses, dole
ernor

funds, and

new

jobs and provide products and ser¬

vices, said Klopfenstein.
"Only government staying out of

,

with the ordinance."

rac¬

seat on

■ WISCONSIN

and

a

has

done it before."

A tornado that smashed
cars

in the town of

has claimed another victim: Libertar¬
ian

bama and Florida, and then in the
WERA National Endurance

nado relief money.

The

Libertarian-sponsored racers
participated in AHRMA races in Ala¬
Champion¬
ship. The competitions were televised
nationally on SPEED TV.

Reynolds, who ran as the LP can¬
didate for lieutenant governor in
stepped down on December 10
being confronted by angry citi¬
zens at a city council meeting.
"It was the ugliest night I ever
faced," said Reynolds. "For an hour, I
just sat there and took it."
The citizens were upset about re¬
marks Reynolds made to the Wiscon¬
2002,

■ NORTH CAROLINA

after

Libertarian wins contest
as

newspaper

columnist

The Charlotte Observer has

a new

Libertarian columnist.
He's Danny

Brooks, a member of
County LP, and he will
write a monthly column from a "Lib¬
ertarian perspective." The column will
appear the first Thursday of every
the Cabarrus

Brooks,

a

computer programmer/

sin State Journal, in which he sug¬

gested giving

away

"infighting"
amongst town residents.
LP State Chair Bob Collison said

said. "Government intervention will
slam

Search. Over 250 would-be columnists

wish him the best."

on

program

economy

economy," he

the brakes. If enacted, the

stands to hurt Indiana's
more than it would help."

■ NEW JERSEY

County LP
'deceitful'

end to
pension plan
urges

Sommerset and Middlesex Liber¬

tarians

pushing for a change to a
pension application that allowed a
police officer to deceitfully collect
over

are

$210,000.

On November 27, Libertarians pre¬

sented

proposal to the Police and
Fire Retirement System Board, shortly
after New Brunswick police officer
James Consalvo was granted a
a

was one

had entered the contest.

Winning columnists were selected
for their "clear writing and fresh
ideas," said the newspaper.
Brooks is no stranger to the Char¬
lotte Observer: A

prolific letter-to-the-

re¬

lief fund to avoid

it is

analyst by trade,

the nearly

$400,000 donated to the tornado

of eight new
columnists selected by editors in the
newspaper's eighth annual Columnist

business will drive the

buildings

Ladysmith

Mayor Marty Reynolds.
Reynolds resigned his post after
getting public criticism for comments
he made about how to disperse tor¬

ever

month.
dubbed

ture, and allow businesses to create

—

of the

great opportunity to recruit
supporters. It's surprising that

no one

Libertarians have criticized

a new

an

was one

In mid-December, the city plan¬
ning commission approved changes
that would permanently end the anti¬
sign regulation. The proposal will be
forwarded to the city council, which
is expected to vote on it in January
after a public hearing.
Lindenmeyer would have been
happy with the posthumous change,
said Peter Newell, Lindenmeyer's
former campaign manager
"I think that the change is a good
change," he said. "It addresses [the]
concerns that [Lindenmeyer] had

this is
new

(Top) Members of the Nevada County Bill of Rights Defense Com¬
(NCBORDC) — which was cofounded by local LP member Lance
Brown
march in support of the Bill of Rights on December 15.
(Bottom) Civil-liberties activist Miles Everett conducts a "funeral"
for the Bill of Rights at Calanan Park in Nevada City, Nevada.
The events were part of a local campaign to raise awareness about
the "grave dangers" to Americans' civil liberties in the wake of the
war on terror, said Brown, the Chair of the Nevada County LP.
"It went really well, and we had a good turnout in spite of the
rain," he said. "Last year, we were hopeful that focusing attention on
the Bill and honoring it would be enough to help bring awareness to
the threats it faces. This year, the threats are even more serious, and
our campaign is getting more serious as a result."

harm small businesses
plan for the state

death, former Libertar¬

Mayor Marty Reynolds
resigns after criticism

mittee

worker-training programs.
But the right way to get Indiana's
sluggish economy moving again is to
get the government out of the pic¬

economic

Even after

ian candidate Carl

city council in 2003.
least 100 interested
people contact information for the
Libertarian Party," he said. "I think

■

fund

'Energize Indiana' will

and

who

"I gave at

out additional education

■ INDIANA

the Libertarian
"absolutely amazing," said

the Asheville

LP

2002, he won 30% of the vote.

was

Dave Goree,

—

■ INDIANA

a sporty
to recruit new Libertarians:

affixed to the bikes and helmets of
three

first

racers

Sponsoring motorcycle racers.
In late September and October, the
Libertarian Party name and logo were

on

higher sales taxes,
politicians should be looking to cur¬
tail the state's "outrageous spending"
habits, suggested Klopfenstein.
"If politicians really want to know
why small town storefronts are va¬
cant and why educated Hoosier pro¬
fessionals are leaving Indiana for

on

The state LP has found

Indiana's overburdened small busi¬

bloated

reliable informa¬

motorcycle

pro

month

other opportunities, the very

more

gained by the [pension]

State LP advertises

"You would think that the state

little bit easier

be

After death, Libertarian
defeats sign ordinance

after the 2002 election.

fenstein.

a

can

■ NORTH CAROLINA

the Indiana

small businesses to
make major accounting changes dur¬
ing their busiest time of the year, said
LP Executive Director Brad Klop-

to make it

fac¬

board in future cases."

season.

6%, forcing many

could have waited

was

ing disciplinary charges.
Although Consalvo was techni¬
cally correct in his response, Schoen
urged the board to revise the ques¬

■ SOUTH CAROLINA

"disappointing that Marty is no
longer a Libertarian officeholder, but
I understand why he resigned, and I
Reynolds served as Ladysmith
from 1986 to 1992, and again
from April 2002.
The tornado, which struck on Sep¬
mayor

tember 2, caused an estimated $20.8
million in damage in the town.

editor writer, he noted that had the
newspaper "published everything
that I've sent [in 2002, it] would have
several newspapers
umns."
In his

new

worth of col¬

column, Brooks said

he will bring "Libertarian logic and
good old-fashioned common sense"
to local issues.

The Charlotte Observer has

circulation of about 247,000.

a

daily

THE

Concise Guide
to Economics
The Advocates
Laissez Faire Books
Amazon.com
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THE REVIEW

A dose of
■

On-and-off
Equilibrium

Equilibrium. Directed by Kurt Wimmer. Released by Dimen¬
sion Films (December 6, 2002). Starring: Christian Bale,
Emily
Watson, Sean Bean, and Taye Diggs. (Rating: R)
Reviewed

The number of registered Liber¬

Forget about Star Trek and Lord ofthe Rings. The must-see film

isn't

tion in order to deaden emotions.
But the

point is not the simplistic
one that we ought to be con¬
trolled by our feelings. Romantic
philosophy is not the ideal.
Instead, the state controls

ard

population by constantly
pumping out propaganda that war
and violence can be curbed only
by wiping out feelings, along with
art and literature.

The

primary clash is between

individualism and collectivism

—

the notion that each person

an

end to him

is

as

herself, and the theory that the individual exists
only to further the interests of the state. In Equilibrium, the side
or

of

"feelings" (the side that promotes painting, music, and litera¬
ture) is the side of the sovereign individual.
The film clearly suggests that emotions — the ability to "feel"
are what make life worth living;
yet they are also the source of
violence and war. At some level, this is clearly true. The joy of art,
the intensity of romantic love, the pleasures of a touch or the sight
of a sunrise, the fascination of a great idea — these are the things
we live for. "Crimes of passion" such as murder, domestic violence,
and assault generally involve uncontrolled emotions.
In Equilibrium, murder and war among the civilian population
have been wiped out. Of course, they have been replaced by statesponsored murder and terror. Thus, the film points out the real pur¬
pose of deadening people's emotions is to perpetuate state oppression.
A head "cleric," John Preston, portrayed by an excellent
Christian Bale, stops taking his drugs. He begins to experience
emotions again. He begins to remember his wife, murdered for
"sense" crimes. He begins to regret the fact that he shot his
partner through the throat for reading Yeats. He even begins to
dream about taking down the repressive regime.
The action sequences are well put together, even if they often
seem fantastic. But the action shouldn't be taken too
literally. The
single rebel against the evil dictator in violent confrontation
doesn't happen in real life, but it makes for good metaphor.
On a personal level, Equilibrium impacted me more deeply
than-any other film in recent memory. I have to think back to films
like Blade Runner and Ashes and Diamonds to come up with a
movie I connected with on so many levels.
True, there are a few minor plot problems, but any movie that
treats ideas and symbols seriously these days is a find, and one
that pulls off a serious treatment of life's most fundamental
questions in the context of a gripping story is a rare jewel.
Okay, after you go see Equilibrium at least once, I suppose you
can follow up with the clones and the Hobbits. Equilibrium is not
the grand, sweeping saga Tolkien's books have become. But it
artfully takes up the important task of assuring that art, and the
freedom to pursue happiness, will still be revered in 2084.

decade

—

but the

Armstrong is the publisher of the Colorado
Freedom Report. An expanded version of this review originally
appeared on www.co-freedom.com on December 11, 2002.

not collect that

is the first

news

as

time in 80 years

Winger.

a

2002, the number of registered Lib¬

that

party vanished,

and then

have not

or

registration numbers.
In other registration news, the
Green Party has passed the LP in reg¬
istered votets. According to Ballot

Access News, the Greens had 274,740
voters in October 2002 — up from

back

came

data,

released

only 193,332 two

years

previously.

ertarian voters in 21 states around

[in Pennsylvania].

the United States fell from 224,713
to 208,456.

That's

drop of 7.2%.
But all that shrinkage occurred
when the Libertarian Party lost its
legal status in Pennsylvania in 2000,
which caused about 30,000 registered
Libertarians to be dropped from the
rolls, said Winger. That year, no state¬

pen]? They've

wide Libertarian candidate

this before."

won

votes

equal to 2% of the vote cast for the
top vote-getter in the state.
It

was

the first time since 1988

the LP had lost its

That

a

recognized status

in the state.

So who knows?"

Pennsylvania in November

2002, when Ken Krawchuk
of the vote for governor

won

1.15%

those
regis¬
tered Libertarians, said Winger, one
of the nation's leading experts on
third parties.
—

so

voters should be reinstated as

Nader's campaign
growth was fueled in part by

the increased number of states where

the Greens earned

—Richard

Winger

presidential campaign.

However, in
never

had to deal with

major and minor

party status, thanks to Ralph Nader's
2000

a

head-to-head

match-up of the 15 states where both
Libertarians and Greens

According to

a

spokesperson in

the state election office, it will be

to

register, there

are

are more

allowed

registered

Libertarians in nine of those states.

to each of Pennsylvania's 67 coun¬

Meanwhile, other third parties

ties to reinstate Libertarian voters in

continue to lose voters: The Natural

up

time for local elections in

However, the LP regained legal

May 2003.
Pennsylvaniacaused registration dip, the Libertar¬
ian Party still has considerably more
registered voters than it had in 1994,
when registration stood at 109,100.
The registered Libertarian voter
Even with the

base is drawn from 21 of the 27 states

(including DC) that have partisan reg¬

Law

Party plunged from 85,853

reg¬

istered voters in October 1996 to

only

47,346 in 2002, while the Reform

Party plummeted from 245,831 to
only 72,556 during that same time.
Of nationally organized political
parties, the LP has the fourth-largest number of registered voters in the
party's name.

istration. Another 24 states do not
Law is

have

ambiguous

But the

problem is that state law
is ambiguous about what happens to
registered voters if a political party
loses, then regains, legal status, said

Winger.
.

"This is the first time in 70

or

80

—

■ About the author: Ari

This

From October 2000 to October

status in

the

a

bad

it sounds, according
to Ballot Access News publisher Rich¬

is Kurt Wimmer's

Equilibrium, a dystopian mix of Bradbury,
Orwell, and Huxley couched in Matrix-like action.
Wimmer, who wrote and directed the movie, gleans the best
features of his earlier works, and ably synthesizes them with his
original perspectives for a film that speaks to today's world.
Walking into the theater, I was hopeful and skeptical. Hopeful
because it seemed like it might be a good anti-authoritarian yarn.
Skeptical, because the film is sold as something that extols
"feeling." It could have ended up as mushy-headed melodrama.
The story is set in the near
future, when the state forcibly
drugs the entire (legal) popula¬

‘

tarians has fallen for the first
time in

by Ari Armstrong

COLORADO FREEDOM REPORT

LP

causes

Pennsylvania status
registrations to drop

that a party vanished, and then
came back [in Pennsylvania]," he
said. "So who knows [what will hapyears

But

any po¬

The actual number of

registered

Libertarians is almost certainly

larger

than the 208,456 figure, said Winger,
since five jurisdictions — Maine, Ken¬

tucky, New Hampshire, the District
of Columbia, and West Virginia —
allow people to write in "Libertarian"
as their registration choice, but do

CORRECTIONS
■ In the December

issue, Forum

essay author Jason C. Miller was
identified as Chair of Michigan's

District 2 Libertarian Caucus.
That

organization has dissolved

since Miller wrote his essay.

they're not. ■ Right now, those 28,000 Libertarians could be learning about the benefits

of your

book, political product, tee-shirts,

Libertarians
and

partisan registration for

litical party.

new

visit your

—

who

are

or

service. But they’re not. ■ Those 28,000

passionate about liberty, politics, current events,

technology — could be making

a

decision to call

your

800#,

or

website. But they’re not.. .yet. ■ Want to

reach those 28,000 Libertarians? Now is the time
to do

it, and LP News is the most cost-efficient way

to make it

happen. For

a

complete, no-obligation

advertising package, call Editor Bill Winter at (508)
820-7340. Or e-mail:

Editor@hq.LP.org. ■ You could be calling right

now.

Are you?
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LNC passes 'frugal'
Continued from Page 1
$1.2 million from memberships,

This includes ballot-access drives in

pledges, and donations in 2003, and

Nebraska, Ohio, Oklahoma, West Vir¬

another $176,000 from LP News ad¬

ginia, Arkansas, and South Dakota.
Another $5,000 is budgeted to pay
for candidates' filing fees in Califor¬

vertising, list rentals, and material
sales.

Expected

figures for 2003
projected average
membership level of 21,750 and an
average per-member donation of $58,
based

are

revenue

on

work

on

cline around, we felt it

prudent to
base our budget upon conservative
membership numbers," he said.
The most significant budget ex¬
penses for 2003 include:
■ $213,050 for ballot access (ap¬

$320,000 for national office

our

functions until

we

have

returned the Libertarian Party to a

“It was really

ter came

motivating to
such diverse
come

opinions

together;

and choose

backgrounds, but they all know

that

see

a

free-

market-based solution is the

a

■

Geoffrey Neale: "This budget
of 'Get Real.'

including direct funding of winnable
races and candidate training seminars
(6%).
■ $20,000 for early expenses for
the 2004 national convention (2%).
■ $108,574 for printing and dis¬
tribution of outreach materials (8%).
■ $10,000 for the party's contin¬
gency fund (1%).
Team effort

Overall, the budget is a "team ef¬
fort" that reflects

$191,400 for direct-mail,

■ $80,000

reflects my mantra

for candidate support,

input from the LNC

and LP members, said Neale.
"Foremost for me is the desire of
the LNC to craft a lean, responsive
budget," he said. "More than any¬
thing, I feel this budget reflects my
campaign mantra of 'Get Real.' "

Are you into Public Access
You should be.
The plot is
YOU, the

TV?

libertarian

thickening.
Starting

ill'

TV local

anchor

January 2003...

market solution"

cheapest and most efficient way to
problem," said Brian Babb,

WATCHDOG NETWORK NEWS

solve this
a

$23,000 for media relations

pledge, and major donor fundraising
costs (14%).
■ $102,225 for membership re¬
newal mailing and processing (7%).

largest single reduction in

expenses has been in staff," he said.
"We will have to find other ways to

fulfill

ex¬

(2%).
■

for U.S. House

and

■

Neale.
"The

for national office

such as utilities, telephone,
postage, printing, and supplies (7%).
■ $66,000 for LP News printing
and mailing (5%).

(23%). This represents
significant drop from 2002, said

people who signed the let¬
from all political persuasions

$92,520 for national office rent

penses

staff salaries

Continued from Page 3
a resident of Virginia and

"The

■

(5%).

(7%).

$325,000 for Unified Member¬

Virginia LP promotes
free-market highways
candidate
(District 8) in 2002,
Timothy M. Wise (president, Arling¬
ton County Taxpayers Association),
and James Parmelee (president, Re¬
publicans United for Tax Relief).

for National Commit¬

■ $64,000
tee expenses

ship Plan (UMP) payments to state
affiliates (23%).

a

positive situation."
for staff training (1%).

■ $10,400

■ $91,000

■

■

definitely intend to
turning our membership de¬
we

cash

nia.

said Neale.
"While

$1.4 million budget for '03

proximately 16% of total expenses).

a
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—Brian Babb

Norfolk LP activist.
The coalition that drafted the let¬

ter came

together in December, after
challenged citizens

Governor Warner

to offer an alternate solution to the

state's
In
ern

transportation

woes.

November, residents in North¬

Virginia had defeated

dum

—

on a

63%-37% vote

the sales tax

by

a

referen¬

—

to raise

for
projects.
About 30 organizations, including
the state LP, had banded together to
oppose that tax hike.
one cent to pay

road construction

Work

together

Many of those same groups agreed
work together to "op¬
pose any new taxes, by requiring gov¬

to continue to

prioritize their spending
[and seek] innovative solutions for
reducing the citizen's tax burden,"
ernment to

said Babb.

group's first project was to
by Richmond
attorney Patrick McSweeney, to Gov¬
The

send the letter, written
ernor

Warner.

The letter noted that there is a

long history of privately and user-fee
funded roads, both in the United
States and around the world:

Virginia, the Dulles Greenway
connecting Dulles Airport and
Leesburg is a investor-owned road.
■ In the UK, the Birmingham
■ In

North Relief Road, a six-lane, 27-mile

long road is currently being built by
an Australian-Italian joint venture

that raised money in capital markets.
■ In Australia, all the major high¬
ways built in urban areas in
10-15 years have been built

the last
and are
operated by private enterprise.
■ Italy's largest toll-road opera¬
tor, Autostrade SpA, which manages
half the motorways in that nation, is
an

investor-owned company.

the mainstream media. Like Carla Howell’s run for Governor. Six Libertarian

It’s a 15-20 minute summary of the NEWSstories of Liberty, bypas ed by

Congressmen in a Central American nation's Congress. The great campaign
of James Dan in Nevada in 2002, where Tamara Clark blazed a trail in
1992. The heroes who abolished the Alaska State Income Tax

Alaska survived. Such news from around the nation and world.

—

and how

Supplied frequently

by WATCHDOG Network News [WNN] to each of the 100 local libertarian Public
Access TV shows at ZERO dollar cost.

"The

existing highway system can
more efficient by allowing
expanded private innovation," said
the letter. "Because traditional pub¬

be made

lic transit solutions have proven to
be too inflexible to provide a com¬

plete solution, such private under¬
takings are critical to addressing the
mobility needs of Virginians."
Babb said it was exciting to be
involved in a project that brought
together so many different groups.
"It was really motivating to see
such diverse political opinions come
together, and for everyone to choose
a

free-market solution," he said.

Did you ever WANT TO BE a local TV anchor in your own home town? Here
WNN will supply a 15-20 minute news segment of the National Libertarian

is your chance.
News the main¬
stream media “overlooked”
supplying your local town with libertarian news. Real news, worth
noting. You are the local TV host. Remember, for Public Access TV you don’t have to buy a TV
camera (or anything else), but just have a little manpower and time. WNN supplies you with
—

professional clips.
When the LP Nominee is excluded from coverage
we shall distribute the professionally produced LP

libertarian Public Access TV shows. And YOU

can

in 2004 — as they have been since 1972
Nominee responses that week to 100
make it happen. For zero dollars in all the

markets. That alone will be news.

These

are news

stories that should be

on

regular TV

—

but that the establishment will not allow

to be carried.

To be

part of an independent Watchdog Network News — be your own TV producer/host,
mixer or floor director, for zero dollars cost in your home town,
reporter for Watchdog Network News — Contact Alice Lillie at
a

cameraman,

When do Human

Beings
Begin? "Scientific" Myths
and Scientific Facts
Read it
or

on

be

a

aliceprez@aol.com. I will be the conduit.
We

can

do it!

—

http://www.L4L.org

send $3.00 to Libertarians for Life

Hathaway Drive #18
- (301) 460-4141
libertarian@erols.com

13424

Wheaton, MD 20906

—

WATCHDOG NETWORK NEWS
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EDITOR'S NOTE: From time
issues in the

news

from "The

to

time, LP News prints viewpoints

Experts"

—

on

public policy professionals
organizations.

who write for libertarian think tanks and educational

Why the United States should not attack Iraq

80-year-old is country's oldest
elected Libertarian officeholder

For months the Bush administration has been preparing the
Saddam Hussein is said to pose.
But the assumptions that underlie

the administration's policy
range from cautiously pessimistic to outright fallacious. First, there is
a notion that Hussein is
totally irrational and cannot be trusted to act
in a predictable manner. [Second], many people have come to believe
that war may be the only means of nullifying the threat posed by
Iraq's nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons programs.
There are less costly strategies for
dealing with Hussein. Hussein, while he
may not act morally, is rational in the
sense that economists and political
scientists

use

Boneysteele has been
for

seat

a

And

for

himself

a

candidate

the Central Costa Sani¬

on

in

November

—

IVAN ELAND & BERNARD GOURLEY, Cato Institute,

December 29, 2002

about vouchers

Question: Would education vouchers solve all ofAmerica's
problems?
but we can't "fix" education until

Answer: No,

we

"fix"

who makes the decisions about education. The

people who make the
decisions are those who control the money. Vouchers move us toward
marketplace competition. The freedom to enter and exit schools must
become a right of education consumers before schools will begin to
reform themselves into more effective institutions of learning.
Question: Don't vouchers mean government control of private
schools? Doesn't this mean nobody will really have free-market choices?
Answer: History does not favor this prediction. Government
schools replaced private schools during the nineteenth century by
claiming a monopoly on public funding, not by tempting private
schools with public funding and then controlling them. The way to
restore private schools is to break the government school monopoly
on public funding with vouchers.
When the free market has been allowed to operate in other fields,
choices spring up. Motivated people in a free society find ways to
meet the needs of others
even when that means bucking the status
quo. Vouchers will inspire the same variety of options in education.
LYNN Harsh, Intellectual Ammunition (The Heartland Institute),
November/December 2002

Nevertheless, Boneysteele said the
LP represents

"I

just cringe"
especially like the libertarian
belief of staying out of other coun¬
"I

tries' business," he said. "Whenever I
hear people talk about how America

has an obligation to lead the world, I
just cringe."

Born in Reno, Nevada and raised

in several different cities due to his

traveling father, Boneysteele joined
the military during World War II and
was awarded a Purple Heart.
Prior to being sent off to Germany,
where he finished his service with

the 13th Armored Division, Boney¬
steele said he was made to guard

Japanese-American families at the
Tule Lake Internment Camp in

As

More sensitive

experience made him more
importance of

sensitive about the

rights, said Boneysteele.
was very young, and I sat

"I

tower with

over

a

up

in

firearm and looked out

the camp,

which

was

enclosed

by a barbed-wire fence," he said.
"Seeing individuals locked up like
that without any due process of law
does help one become a Libertarian."
After

he

was

discharged,

Boneysteele went to work for the

one

of the five members of the

sanitation board,

Boneysteele crafts
and water policy for the
roughly 500,000 people in the East
Bay area.
He and his colleagues have made
the agency into one of the best in
the country, said Boneysteele.
sewage

■ Central Costa

Sanitary District
(CA) member Parke Boneysteele:

"I feel

good about being able to
community, even if it is
only in a small way. I feel I am
making a positive contribution."
serve

my

California.

a

his views better than
major parties.

either of the two

2002,

good about being able to
community, even if it is only
in a small way," he said. "I feel like I
am making a positive contribution."

civil

"doctrinaire Libertarian,"

cal."

my

The

a

believing that some of the party's
positions — such as its stance on
guns and drugs — seems "too radi¬

Boneysteele was re-elected to his
post, making him the oldest elected

serve

a strategy that would allow
taking actions detrimental to
U.S. national security, without engaging him in warfare.
The key to neutralizing the Iraqi threat is to deter Hussein by
sending a clear message [that] communicate[s] a willingness to
massively retaliate in response to attacks against our homeland.
This is crucially different from President Bush's message. If Hussein
believes that his political survival is being threatened, and there is
nothing he can do about it, he may respond in a dangerous manner
with weapons of mass destruction.

education

—

tary District in California since 1966,
winning more than a half-dozen
terms on the non-partisan body.

the United States to deter Hussein from

common questions

running

office, that is.

"I feel

actions indicates that his
principal need is to maintain his own
physical and political survival. Using
that knowledge, Washington can develop

Answering

right thing" and joined the
Libertarian Party.
Boneysteele does not consider

Eighty-year-old Parke Boneysteele can't stop

he decided to

"do the

LP NEWS STAFF WRITER

Libertarian in America.

the term. An examination

of his past

—

1960s. In the 1990s,

By Jonathan Trager

country for war with Iraq. The administration has argued that
only a forcible regime change can neutralize the threat that

"We have received

from

a

lot of awards

lot of different associations,"
he said. "We have very competent
a

California Public Utilities Commission

people doing good work

(PUC), where he stayed for over 30
years. His long tenure at the PUC
made him knowledgeable about gov¬
ernment bureaucracy.
"Serving on the sanitation board
is pretty natural for me, given my
background," said Boneysteele. "I had

mission."

Boneysteele, who is married and
one grown son, says he wouldn't
run for office every four years if he
didn't enjoy it.
However, the octogenarian is non¬

learned

future holds.

a

lot about local

resource

management and was able to bring a
lot to the table."

but became

a

a

the

com¬

has

committal about what his

political

"Eventually Father Time gets you,
can't keep doing what you're
doing," he said. "But who knows? I
would never want to promise that I'm
not going to run for office again."
and you

Politically, Boneysteele cast his
first ballot for

on

Democrat in 1944,

Republican in the

—

—

Unregulated mobs and the Second Amendment

On December 6, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld
California's ban

on "assault rifles" on the ground that only
organizations, and not private citizens, have the right to
keep and bear arms. The Court ruled that the Second Amendment did
not apply to "an 'unregulated' mob of armed individuals."
The Second Amendment was written precisely to protect what the
court refers to as an "unregulated mob." In the early days of the
American Revolution, private individuals defied their lawful govern¬
ment by forming armed, private militias to oppose the king's troops.
The Second Amendment was never about hunting or self-defense;
these were merely the added benefits an armed society would enjoy.
The Founding Fathers saw an armed people as the surest way of
preventing the usurpation of individual rights and the enslavement of
free men
by an appeal to arms if necessary.
May the fallen men of that "unregulated mob" of colonial
militiamen who died on Lexington Green in the early morning hours
of April 19, 1775, rest well in their graves, for the members of the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, with their holding, have spit on the
Constitution that their countrymen ultimately brought into existence.

state

—

—

SCOTT MCPHERSON,

December 12, 2002

The Future of Freedom Foundation,

REACH 28,000
LIBERTARIANS
FOR ONLY

EACH!

THAT'S RIGHT. When you purchase a ful -page advertise¬
ment in LP News for

only $1,000, you will reach 28.000
readers with information about your product, literature,

campaign, of sendee for only 3.57<f per person. That’s a fraction
of what you would pay to send information through the mail.
ThereS an even lower cost-per-person when you purchase a
smaller advertisement. A

magazine-size ad ($650.00) costs only

2.32<t per person. A quarter-page ad ($300.00) is only 1.07C per
reader. And a business-card ad ($75.00) works out to just over a

quarter-cent per person.
Even better: Purchase multiple ads, you can
a

qualify for up to
cheaper way to reach Libertarians!
free, no-obligation advertising package, just call
Winter: (508) 820-7340. Or e-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org.

35% discount, There’s no
For

a

Editor Bill
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OUTREACH BOOKLET!

NEW COLQRjQUJREACH TABLOID!

"A New Vision for

The Libertarian

Viewpoint — a brand-new,
8-page, full-color outreach newspaper!
Ideal for leaving at your local coffeehouse,
laundromat, supermarket, student union
building, or community center. Contains the

Aberta&n

text as the "New Vision" brochure

same

with articles

on

America"

—

a new

—

kind of Libertarian

outreach. Printed in
full color, with gor¬
geous

—

photographs

of Libertarians in action.

corporate welfare, crime,

poverty, foreign policy, and more

It takes

along

a

warm,

human

telling true stories that
illustrate Libertarian principles, and
asking readers to "imagine a better
America" of prosperity, tolerance,
and freedom. In 24 pages, this
booklet features compelling and
approach

with brief "Fact Files" that offer fascinat¬

ing soundbites, factoids, and perspectives.
Add to that some glowing media quotes
about the LP and full-color photographs,
and you have a professional-looking,
vividly eye-catching newspaper that asks
readers to "imagine a better America."
Includes a membership response form.
Sample: $1 each ★ 100 for $25 ★
1,000 for $100 ★ Call for prices for
bulk quantities (5,000+)
All prices include free shipping.

—

readable sections

on

Why Government Doesn't Work by Harry
campaign manifesto:
Explains why government doesn't work, and why it
will never work as well as voluntary solutions. Out¬
lines a Libertarian plan for victory. Hardbound, 245
pages. Cost: $11.95

2-COLOR
■
.

it to work

recruiting

tarians who share

■ Libertarianism In One Lesson

by David Bergland. Expanded 8th edition. The classic introductory
•work. Outlines Libertarian positions on all major po¬

■ Is This the

Welfare State

■

■ What

Sample: $1

ea.

Tools for

litical issues and contrasts them to liberals and

Techniques for
Campaigning: 32 pages. Comprehensive
explanation of winning campaign techniques for Lib¬
ertarian candidates. Includes everything from creat¬
ing a campaign timeline, deciding on issues, raising
money, working with volunteers, dealing with the
media, and organizing a Get Out The Vote (GOTV)

each;

or

Drug Policy

Liberty Logo master. Camera-ready
sheet, ready for scanning. Cost: $1 each

More Sensible

Updated for 2000: 2-page LP
history (with political highlights, accomplishments,
and victories from 1971 -2000) and a comprehensive
two-page bibliography (featuring more than 150
books about liberty!). Sold as a set. Cost: Sample:
50<t

or

&

■ Vote

Heritage by David Bergland. 16-page booklet. Concise overview of Libertar¬
ian philosophy and solutions in an easy-to-read ques-

Cost:

Bumperstickers

bill that

$ 1 each; $7.50 for 10; $50 for 100. Size: 11"

Large Banners

ENOUGH/VOTE LIBERTARIAN
(Red, white, & blue).
■ I’m Pro-Choice on

these two choices:

of

"800-ELECT-US"

Liberty."(Specify which
form.) Cost: $40 each

Party:

Yard

on

1-800-ELECT-US

white, & blue
x

■ Total Due

Banners

COST

"LIBERTARIAN PARTY"
TABLOID

(18"h x 5'w)
Please check preferred second line:
□ Defenders of Liberty □ 1-800-ELECT-US

(4-c): "Libertarian Viewpoint”

BOOKLET

(4-c): "A New Vision for America"

Brochure

(4-c): "Is This/New Political Party...?”

ENOUGH IS

j^7T~H?~sTOCK)e sensing Drug Policy"
Brochure

(4-c): "Working to Cut Your Taxes!"

Brochure: "What

"Ending the Welfare State"

Brochure:

"Making Neighborhood Safe Again"

Brochure:

"Equal Rights/America's Gun Owners”

|P^Tt~Hf~stock1i oq% pro-Gun Rights?"
America's Libertarian
Fact Sheets: LP

Tools for

Happened/ Family Budget?"

Brochure:

Heritage booklet

Why Government Doesn't Work
By Harry Browne
Libertarianism In One Lesson

By David Bergland

Everything!

ENOUGH/VOTE LIBERTARIAN

RUSH

shipping: Call office to
a

Buttons

arrange

Post Office Box: $5 extra

TOTAL PAYMENT DUE

*

HOWTO
PLACE
YOUR
ORDER
Phone:
(202)
333-0008
Ext. 221

(] Cash, check, or money order enclosed. (No corporate checks!)
Bill my: [ ] Visa [ ] MasterCard [ ]AMEX [ ] Discover

Expires

Signature

Name

By

Membership ID# (On label)

Mail:

Street

Don't Blame Me, I Voted Libertarian
VOTE

the order

Acct. #

Books for Sale

Bumper Stickers

on

handling: Add $5 for same<lay handling

Send to

Campaigning
Liberty logo master
LP Statue of Liberty logo on 3-1/2" PC disk
Newsprint ads: "Libertarian Party - Defenders
of Liberty" set of seven.

history/bibliography (package)

Don't Blame Me...I Voted Libertarian

RUSH

Statue of

"Million Dollar Bill" Literature

ENOUGH IS

ENOUGH/Vote Libertarian

Libertarian Political Action Booklet

World's Smallest Political Quiz

I'm Pro-Choice

Merchandise Total

Yard Signs

"Defenders

ENOUGH/ VOTE LIBERTARIAN. Red,
on sturdy foamboard. Measures a big
18". Perfect for campaigns. Cost: $8.00 each.

Everything

24"

or

you want on

Sign

ENOUGH IS

Everything! (Red, white, & blue.)

Ready-to-use Literature

Large Banner. (18" x 5’). White on blue. First line
Party." You can pick the second line from

"Libertarian

1-800-ELECT-US

Pro-Choice
■ ENOUGH IS

of

■ Vote Libertarian

■ Libertarian

3"

x

Newsprint Ads: "Libertarian Party — Defenders
Liberty." Camera-ready print ads. One each of six
different ads: General, lifestyle, drugs, guns, draft,
and taxes. Plus additional multi-sized "Lower Taxes/

■

■

1-800-ELECT-US

■ Million Dollar Bills: Green Ink. A faux $ 1,000,000

Q'NTY

$1 each; $7.50 for 10; $50 for 100

$1 for 100

tion-and-answer format. Cost: $1 each

Liberty Logo on PC Disk: 3-1/2 inch
DOS-compatible computer disk. Cost: $3 each

More Freedom" LP advertisements. Cost: $3 for set

I Voted Libertarian

"politically homeless" booths.

highlights excessive federal spending — and
points out that the federal government spends more
than $1 million every five seconds. Perfect for Tax
Day, taxpayer groups, and almost any other outreach
project! Cost: Sample: 50<t or $5 for 100

Libertarian/800-ELECT-US (Blue & white.)

■ Don't Blame Me,

Quiz cards. Perfect for
Cost:

...

Buttons

$10 for 100

■ World's Smallest Political

■ America's Libertarian

I Voted Libertarian (Blue
white; 800-ELECT-US phone number below.)

■ Don’t Blame Me

■ LP "Fact Sheets":

$7 for 100

LIBERTARIAN/800-ELECT-US

Libertarian

Party: Pro-Choice on Everything

City

State

Occupation

Employer

Zip

Libertarian Party
2600 Virginia

Avenue, NW, Suite 100

Washington, DC 20037
J
A CALENDAR YEAR.
LAW REQUIRES POLITICAL COMMITTEES TO REPORT THE NAME, MAILING ADDRESS, OCCUPATION, AND NAME OF EMPLOYER FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL WHOSE CONTRIBUTIONS AGGREGATE IN EXCESS OF $200
Vote

FEDERAL

■ LP Statue of

■ LP Statue of

Party is 100% Pro-Gun Rights?
Full-page flyer. 2-color (red & blue). Hard-hitting de¬
fense of the Second Amendment, designed espe¬
cially for the gun community. Explains why the LP will
never betray gun owners — unlike the Republican
Party, which constantly sells them out. Cost: Sample:
or

a

^2-color brochures: Sample: 504 * Or $7 for 100 / 4-color brochures: Sample: 504 -A- Or $10 for 100^

5 for $35.

■ Which Political

50<t

Cost: $3.00 each

effort. A must read!

■ It's Time for

conservatives. A must-read. Softbound, 158 pages.
Cost: $10

Effective

Working to Cut

America's Gun Owners

Campaigning

■ Libertarian Political Action:

Party You've Been
Looking For?
Your Taxes

new Liber¬
vision!

★ 100 for $25

New Political

Happened To
Your Family Budget?
■ Equal Rights for

Parft

our

4-COLOR!

Making Your
Neighborhood
Safe Again
■ Ending the

^hertarjart

government waste, education,

■

Browne. The 1996 Presidential

health care,

the environment, and taxes. Put

■HI 2-C0L0R * LIBERTARIAN PARTY BROCHURES ★ 4-C0L0R

LP Literature & Books
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Ruling cyberspace and setting records
■ In Wisconsin,

Jeremy Keil has been hired

as

the

new

Director for the state LP. In New Mexico, Ken Sanders
chairman of the newly formed Roosevelt County LP. In

Executive

was

appointed

Maryland, Amy
Triplett was elected president of the Towson College Libertarians
(Baltimore). In Washington state, Candy Gamache has taken over a
Chair of the Okanogan County LP. In Illinois, Jeff Trigg has been
named interim executive director of the state LP.
■ In Minnesota, Charles Aldrich is

running for a special election for
Representative. In Indiana, Cindy Kirkpatrick has announced
that she will seek the LP nomination for mayor of Indianapolis. In
Texas, Larry Johnson will compete in a special election for U.S.
House (District 19).
State

Jim Syler counts on college vote
in Carbondale, III. city council race
LP candidate focuses on

personal freedoms and low-tax
To

By Jonathan Trager

Nevada, Jeffrey A. Katz was appointed Alternate Member of the
Nevada Test Site Citizen Advisory Board. In Washington state, Kelly
Haughton was elected to the executive committee of the Economic
■ In

Syler is actively
seeking endorsements from local or¬
ganizations and newspapers, includ¬
ing two weeklies and a daily in the

Washington, DC, Marc Brandi resigned as
Campus Outreach Coordinator for the national
LP, effective January 31. "I plan to stay
involved in Libertarian Party politics and the
libertarian movement," said Brandi. "I'd like to

■ Final Election 2002 notes: In

Washington
County sheriff candidate Jim Richardson

won

Libertarian candidate

partisan race. In Vermont, Clement Gaboriault was elected as
justice of the peace in Bridport, pushing to 43 the number of Liber¬
tarians elected on November 5, 2002. According to the gay rights
organization, Human Rights Campaign, 4.1% of gay and lesbian
voters consistently support Libertarian candidates. By contrast, 71%
vote Democratic, 19% vote Republican, and 2.7% vote Green. Those
numbers come from a November poll conducted by Zogby Interna¬
tional. In Oregon, the Oregonian paid tribute to Libertarian State
House (District 34) candidate Kevin Schaumleffle for the best
campaign slogan of 2002: "Not a Republican. Not a Democrat. Not
even a lawyer!"
a

■ Miscellaneous: The Libertarian

Party will be listed on Pearson
accompaniment to the publishing company's
history and political science textbooks, including American Government
(0'Co.nnor/Sabato) and Government in America (Edwards/Wattenberg).
Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership is
producing a
documentary that explores the relationship between genocide and gun
control. It will be entitled Innocents Betrayed, according to Jon
Osborne, the author of Miss Liberty's Guide to Film and Video.
Education's website,

left

a

of

as an

■ In South Dakota, William Stone, III announced he will seek the LP
nomination for U.S. Senate in 2004. In Wisconsin, three incumbent
Libertarian officials will defend their seats in Spring races: John

Kirchberg (Calamus Town Board), Patricia Stanislawski (Dexter Town
Board), and Bob Bowman (Cross Plains Village Trustee). Also in
Wisconsin, Menasha Town Assessor Drew Heiden is running for a seat
on the Menasha School Board and
Roy Leyendecker is seeking a seat
on the Brown County Executive Board.

as one

of the nation's

en¬

thusiastic party schools. The school
makes Playboy magazine's "Top 10

Party Schools in America" list every
noted Syler.
But recently, he said that local
government officials have sought to
change the school's fun-loving image
by curtailing the freedom of the stu¬
year,

dents.
Undermines trust

Syler: "I'm marketing
as the candidate who is in
tune with the feelings of the
students. I want to improve
student/government relations."
idea

supported by local resi¬
charge that the students
are too noisy and
dirty.
"Enforcing existing noise and lit¬
ter laws should be enough to take
care of that problem," said
Syler. "The
government shouldn't use zoning
power to force students out of a par¬
—

an

dents who

ticular area."

example, Syler said he wants
to repeal an "encroachments ordi¬
nance" that targets students who
peacefully hang around outside of
bars and restaurants. Such selectively
enforced laws "weaken the authority

CaRBONDALE’S
encroachment law
"is

Constitutionality and is
certainly contrary to American tra¬

and is contrary to

Another student issue

American traditions."
—

accusa¬

for citizens to

■ Miscellaneous: Libertarian National Committee member Joe Dehn

is

role."

Syler also said he strongly opposes
a proposal to zone high-density stu¬
dent apartments out of a certain area

of dubious

Constitutionality

ditions," he said.

enue

candidate and would appear as an
insert in local newspapers.
And of course, Syler will put up

yard signs, and go door-to-door meet¬
ing voters before the primary elec¬
tion on February 25. In that election,
the current field of 18 candidates will
be whittled down to eight, who will
then compete
the board.

for four

open seats on

Although Syler said he is facing
tough competition from a few
other "free-thinking, progressive"
some

candidates in the race, he said he is
confident that he will

triumph in the
non-partisan election.
Six years ago, he noted, three pro¬
were on

the bal¬

heard-of numbers." All three candi¬

"The encroachment ordinance is

tions, Syler said adding more layers
of government is unnecessary.
"There always needs to be an av¬

desire for

student candidates

of dubious

Commission" to review such

out of

liberty than out
higher taxes."

lot, and the students voted in "un¬

of all other laws, and undermine trust
in government," said Syler.

register com¬
plaints about their treatment by the
police, or any governmental agency,
and have serious complaints investi¬
gated," he said. "However, I feel that
the city council should act in that

compiling a library of Libertarian campaign tools. He's looking for
ready-to-use materials, customizable materials, and "good examples"
of campaign material such as brochures, signs, posters, radio ads, and
speeches. E-mail him at: jwd3@dehnbase.org. Or call: (650) 858-1842.

■ Jim

For

Syler plans
to tackle: Harassment by the local
police. But while an idea has been
floated to create a "Human Rights

a

more

for civil

Original outreach
developed
an
original outreach idea: A
"candidate's views" newsletter. Syler
said he plans to approach other can¬
didates about splitting the cost of
such a piece, which would present a
message of equal length from each

myself

a

bit, but I think it's

The Libertarian has also

lot of student

SIU has earned

a

a concern

elected.

reputation

Michigan, Libertarians mourned the death
■ Marc Brandi
Liberty award winner Bill
Shotey, 70, who passed away on November 20.
Leaving LPHQ.

a

"Getting endorsements from local
publications is a major part of my
campaign strategy," he said. "Some
of the local newspapers lean to the

partisan council is crucial to getting

Over the years,

of 2000 Defender of

state record for

area.

seat on the non¬

tions."

Also in

a new

a

improve student/government rela¬

campaign work and start some pet projects."
Michigan, Fred Collins, Dick and Rae
Jozwlak, and Paul Soyk were honored with the
state LFs Defenders of Liberty awards for 2002.

In

—

Syler isn't going to
University (SIU) as
a student. He's going to the campus
to campaign as a candidate for a seat
on the Carbondale city council in
April 2003.
With the university's 23,000 stu¬
dents making up slightly more than
half of the total population of the
town, Syler said courting the student

the desires of the students. I want to

do

41.21% of the vote

But

Southern Illinois

animosity toward the local govern¬
ment in recent years," he said. "I'm
marketing myself as the candidate
who is in tune with the feelings and

■ In

in

school.

"There has been

Development Board of Tacoma/Pierce County.

state, Skamania

Jim Syler, 39, is going back to

vote in his bid for

two-year term on the

a

six-member council,

LP NEWS STAFF WRITER

■

Non-profit news: The Cato Institute is the most popular think
tank in cyberspace, according to the Alexa rating service, which tracks
daily website visits. Over the last few months, the Cato site (www.cato
.org) generated more visitors than such stalwarts as the Heritage Found¬
ation, the American Enterprise Institute, or the Brookings Institute.
Cato was also named the "Best Advocacy Website" by the Web Market¬
ing Association — "more evidence that while libertarians don't hold
sway in Washington, they rule cyberspace," said the Washington Post.
Louis James has been appointed to the Board of Directors for the In¬
ternational Society for Individual Liberty (ISIL). Also, ISIL awarded
its annual Freedom Torch Award to Manuel "Muso" Ayua, the founder
of the free-market Francisco Marroquin University in Guatemala.

gain

message

Jim

dates

were

eventually elected to the

council.
"If the student

population

can

be

made interested in the race, they can
make or break the elections," said

Syler.
"My hope is that my low-tax
message will appeal to long-term
residents of Carbondale, while my

positions

on

personal freedom and

student relations will attract the stu¬

dent vote."

Syler

Joined after attacks

Syler joined the LP shortly after
the September 11 terrorist attacks,
In addition to

standing up for stu¬
rights, Syler said he wants to
eliminate or significantly reduce
taxes and regulations on local busi¬
nesses that destroy jobs.
dents'

"It's time the council had
ber who

was

dedicated to

a mem¬

speeding

and became Chair of the Southern
Illinois Libertarians in October 2002.

Professionally, he is a network admin¬
istrator and website designer who
works for the southern Illinoisan
newspaper.
For more information, or to make

contribution, e-mail: calion@
Or write: Jim Syler, 2461

up a sluggish economy," he said. "If
I'm elected, I will promote job growth

a

by reducing the government burden

South

on

Carbondale's small businesses."

mac.com.

Illinois

Avenue,

Carbondale, IL 62903.
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How to be

effective

lobbyist
for liberty in your state capital
an

You've made the decision to do
are a

cused. Pick

one

Capitol
simple and fo¬

bill to follow, or one

issue to promote, or one committee
that deals with your issue, or one leg¬
islator who is working on your issue.

efforts later

If your state

requires lobbyists to
register (usually based on hours and
money spent in a set period of time),
do so, even if you won't meet the
minimum amounts. Your

name

and

organization will be listed on a
by people
constantly. This is free advertising.
Keep in mind the warning by Herr
Bismarck about observing sausage¬
making and lawmaking. What you are

website that is accessed

points regarding the
or issue concisely
using well-reasoned
arguments with veri¬

libertarian eyes and ears. You
will need to be well rested, well fed
and in

and

Then

place
a printed version of
what you just said in
the
legislator's
hands with added

der of the most effective to the least

effective: Personal visit, letter (hand¬
written is best, never fill-in-the-blank

(This document
called a "drop sheet").
thank
The next day, send a n
ing the legislator for their time and
attention. If you can't make an ap¬
pointment, leave a drop sheet with
the assistant.
■

Testify before a committee and
something new to offer. Usually,

Have the

The

what

they are doing. Your job as a
Lobbyist for Liberty is to educate,
inform and do public relations for
freedom and your state party. Do your
best to represent them well.

reaucrats.

However, don't rush out

and

a

spend

much

as

you can as

■ Generate and maintain

a sense

of humor; sometimes

that's all well
have in the legislative arena. Have
some

fun!

■ Above

all, remember that these

people are public servants; they are
working for you, financed by taxpay¬
ers. Be polite and respectful, but not
overly deferential.
Good luck to you, Lobbyist for Lib¬
erty, as you go about the business of
promoting freedom!
■ About the author: Edward E. Ness

is

for

a

"Lobbyist for Liberty" for the Min¬
expanded version of this

nesota LP. An

article is available at the Minnesota

Write articles for your state party

LP's website:

newsletter/website, local newspapers,

tively testify and rehearse

as

quickly as you can. The more knowl¬
edge you have and can apply, the
more effective you'll be.

by future lobbyists.

use

Learn how to effec¬

lot of

looking good and doing good, select

has gotten too

the latter.
■ Wear

a

libertarian button

or

other device that identifies you with
the Libertarian Party. This will be

everywhere

you go

(elevators,

offices, hallways) and will often ini¬
conversation.

prepared to promote the phi¬
losophy of freedom on a moment's
notice. This means having a business
card, preferably with your photo, and
a supply of pamphlets with party
contact information on them (name,
address, telephone number, website,
e-mail).
■ Always carry copies of the U.S.
and your state constitutions as well
■ Be

current versions of the state

and

national party platforms for reference
when you are in debate mode. Re¬

legislators that their oath of
office has them swear/affirm to sup¬
port those constitutions.
■ Make appointments with legis¬
lators, starting with the senator and
representative from your own district.
Get to their office early. Make your

Yes! Sign me up today as a proud, duespaying member of the Libertarian Party!

Do you

and

think

you

I'd like to be

www.lpmn.org.

think

big and too powerful?

of bureaucrats

a maze

politicians

are

chipping

away

a

□ $1,000

Life Member

□ $500

Patron

□ $250

Sponsor

□ $100

Sustaining Member

□ $25

Basic Member

Payment
□ To

help you in your important
liberty, I have enclosed

work for
an

additional donation of:

Total

payment enclosed

$

the party of principle. To publicly affirm
what we believe—and to ensure that our party never strays from our
principles—we ask our members to proudly sign this statement:

The Libertarian Party is

government

our

monthly issues of LP News, and a membership card.
Libertarian Party member in the following category:

I'll receive 12

Signature

Ho

mind

ian perspec¬
tive will be new.

Just One

money on a new
wardrobe. If the choice is between

as

After your time at the Capitol
■ Share what you've learned

libertar¬

methods
techniques to add to the above

list. Learn

postcards), telephone call, e-mail.

□

Power of

During your time at the Capitol
■ Wearing corporate garb will
serve as "protective camouflage" as
you mingle with the politicians, leg¬
islative staffers and government bu¬

a

You will learn your own

Libertarian Party Membership!

right attitude. Legisla¬
need your input on

tors want and

tiate

time.

good physical and mental con¬

dition.

seen

■ Write a report on what you've
learned and how to do better next

and

formation.

have

a presen¬
tation to your party organization or
for use on a cable access program.

on.

details and contact in¬

about to witness will be difficult for
your

facts

session. Use video to make

■ The state capitol is a meeting
place for citizens, organizations, lob¬
byists, and media (print, radio, tele¬
vision). You are on very rich ground
in which to sow seeds of liberty. In¬
teract with all these groups as much
as possible. Learn from the profes¬
sional lobbyists. Attend press confer¬
ences. Write your own press releases.
Get to know the reporters; they may
do a story on your activities!
■ Levels of contact arranged in or¬

bill

fiable

of them

often.
"Please." "Thank you." Be patient,
polite, and understanding. Smile. It
doesn't cost anything to be nice, and
you will be remembered favorably,
which may bring dividends in your

E. Ness

sources.

tos:

make eye contact with each
while you are speaking.
■ Use
magic words

smoother....
Before you go to the
Have a plan that's

and other

to

read it later. You want to be able to

By Edward

lobbying on behalf of lib¬
erty at the state capitol. Here
few tips to make your road a bit
some

periodicals. Include pho¬
Lobbyist for Liberty with the
Governor, Lobbyist for Liberty testi¬
fying... Write letters to the editor,
call talk radio programs, give a re¬
port on what you've seen.
Promote what you're doing to get
other people involved, even if it's
only for a few hours per legislative

your

presentation so you won't have
simply read it.
Have a handout of your testimony
and distribute it after you are fin¬
ished speaking. Otherwise, the legis¬
lators will be "reading ahead" or not
listening because they know they can

VOLUNTEER

at

>-1 do not believe in or advocate the initiation of force as a means

of

achieving political or social goals.

□

Check/money order enclosed.
(No corporate checks, please.)
Or: Bill my □ Visa
□ AMEX

□ MasterCard

□ Discover

the freedoms Americans used to take
for
of
—

granted? Do

think the Bill

you

Rights is being silently repealed
one

precious freedom at a time?

If so, you can

help

change that by joining the
Libertarian

Party! We're the

Signature required for membership

acct. #

Subscription

EXPIRES

□ Enclosed is $25. I'd rather not join just yet. Instead, please sign
me up for a one-year subscription to LP News (12 monthly issues).
SOURCE CODE: 2003-000922

Name & Address

with 100% of

our

energy

—

lower taxes, to reduce the size

to

your

Name

your

proud signature

on

—

of

and

than

ever

—

we can

to build

a

we

to do it.

need your

Join

Zip

work Phone

work harder
Employer

political force for freedom.
But

State

this member¬

powerful

us

Federal law

help

today!

support the Libertar¬
me

regular basis.

information about

monthly Pledge Program
joining.

Make checks

City

Home Phone

ship form

to

on a more

—

and the benefits for
address

Rights. With your support

Party

Please send

government, and to defend the Bill
of

□ I'd like
ian

only political party that is fighting
—

Signature For Credit Card Payment

Occupation

requires political committees to report the name, mailing
address, and occupation and name of employer for each individual
whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year.

payable to:

LIBERTARIAN
PARTY
2600 Virginia Ave., NW, Suite 100
Washington DC 20037
Phone: (202) 333-0008
Fax: (202) 333-0072 • www.LP.org
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THE FORUM

Action
In

against Iraq: Yes or No?

dangerous world,

a

There

need

we

legitimate military
reasons for the U.S. to attack Iraq

to rethink non-interventionism

To a great extent, the Libertar¬
ian

Party advocates a non-inter¬
ventionist policy in the affairs
of other nations. There are a signifi¬
cant number of libertarians who be¬

lieve that

only a direct attack or an
imminent attack from a foreign en¬
justify our use of the mili¬
tary to defend our country.
emy can

And
there

even

are a

We're

already familiar with how
in this country are infected
by envy. The envious people
amongst us seek to punish or even
destroy those who produce the
most and reap the rewards of in¬
dustry. And the politicians these
people elect enthusiastically

few libertarians who would

serve

their

that

tried its best to

blame the West for their

failings and the
particular, for rep¬
resenting the epitome of Western
Civilization. Militant Islam preaches

trend continues, the risk of

and young

or its terrorist agents
able to harm us increases.

a coun¬

—

being

Certainly, there is much we can
being at¬
tacked by other nations.
A non-interventionist policy is
less likely to create enemies around
do to decrease the risk of

the world. Free trade increases the

interdepen¬
dence of

more

long as mothers hate
they love their own

as

country on the

children,

us

teenagers
people will strap

some

other.

Nine¬

think very
weapons to
a common

tions

Bastiat

nation supporters.
We know that some terrorists

"When

are not

goods

willing to fly

cross

What makes

don't
borders,

By Aaron

soldiers will."

Eliminating

Starr

on

wouldn't set off
We need

to

eradicate the

in

that "war" creates.

nation's tax burden

forces other nations to do the same,

plane into

us

a

building.

believe that
a

should be forced to disclose."

policy that stays true
our principles and
yet is workable
today's world.
No

longer adequate
Limiting ourselves to absorbing
initial attack before

we can

take

an

tax burden causes others to want to

emulate

facilitate

as

if Blair is

I'm not willing to stand passively
by and wait for those deaths. Nor, I
believe, are the vast majority of Lib¬
ertarians. Libertarians should not shy
away from supporting needed mili¬
tary action to eliminate identifiable
dangers before they again manifest
themselves, as they did on 9/11.
In today's world the price of inac¬
tion can be far greater, and far more
horrific, than the price of action.

a

threat." Could the dimensions be

so

are

other groups,

cultures, and nations that do not
share

even

slightly the Libertarian

Richman

keeping
president

from

looking bad. Well maybe Mr.
thought of that
before he took his belligerent tone.
Bush should have

We have

a

Constitution in this

coun¬

try. Mr. Bush took an oath to "pre¬
serve, protect, and defend" it, and
that

than

ensuring that
building isn't
attacked. He's supposed to also abide
by the Constitution.
means more

the National Archives

of the California LP.

Paper tiger
I've read the brief Constitution,
and I cannot find anything to sug¬
on

don't

see

it.

It is clear that Mr. Bush has

no

intention of

asking Congress for a
formal declaration of war. No presi¬
dent has asked for

FDR and World War II,

Saddam Hussein is not a nice man,
and he may well be working on ac¬

stopped the United States from get¬
ting into several wars since then. To
ask for

The administration

that non-inter-

the

apt?

The views in this essay are his per¬
sonal opinions, and are not an offi¬
cial statement as State Chair.

assume

By Sheldon

small that the word "threat" is in¬

the State Chair

We cannot

or are

weap¬

it's

his own decision in order to keep
from'looking like a blustering paper
tiger. Maybe that's where "living Con¬
stitution" thinking takes you, but I

we

avoid conflict. There

ably conclude that they have
the

now

gest that a president may go to war

millions of Americans

evidence

■ About the author: Aaron Starr is

we can reason¬

So

resoundingly different chord from
the professions of certainty that have
poured from the lips of the president
and vice president lately.
Richard Haass, State Department
director of policy: "We don't know
exactly the true dimension of the

or

more

ventionism is all that's needed to

risk of
war and terrorism is possible, elimi¬
nating it is not. Utopia, unfortu¬
nately, is not an option.

cumstances in which

war

terrorism."

on

of thousands

do not know what

that fund terrorist groups.
But while decreasing the

destruction, under cir¬

back the

need." That moment of candor strikes

quiring such weapons. But no one can
say that he has them now.
So the grounds for war are weak.

our

it would set

wished to have nuclear missiles: "I

in the process of acquiring
ons to achieve that goal.

way

dence in the

president that

necessarily act in what we con¬
sider a rational manner. Pretending
otherwise may well lead to the deaths

of life.
Opening up the Arctic to oil drill¬
ing will increase the supply of oil and
reduce its price, squeezing the bud¬
gets of the socialist oil-rich kingdom
our

col¬

a

lapse of confi¬

"live and let live" sentiment, and will

in future terrorist attacks.
ac¬

produce

not

nuclear device in

a

Saddam af¬

on

saying something. But look more
closely and you'll see he's not.
President Bush, referring to a
four-year-old report that Saddam

some

tion against another nation is no
longer adequate. We need a policy
that recognizes our moral right to
wage war against any group or na¬
tion whose goal is to destroy us or to

decreasing their capacity to build
weapons of war. And the wealthy so¬
ciety that America creates with a low

That almost sounds

are

New York Harbor?

drugs"

will
huge profits that ter¬
rorist groups and terrorist nations
reap from the monopolistic prices

ing weapons. The details of it is
something that the Iraqi regime

senior advisor to

"The

about

say.

haven't the faintest idea what has
been going on in the last four

traceable to their

a

they

Well, let's listen. Tony Blair: "We

years other than what we know
is an attempt to carry on rebuild¬

mist Frederic

our

what

little of giving these
terrorists who share
goal and whose ac¬

more

ter what the

such

-

protected us
from any threat they could
pose. In the long run, free countries

Times,

would
rtf

proof?
What's my proof for saying
:nis? It's in the newspapers every day
in the words uttered by Bush,
Blair, Rumsfeld, Cheney, and
Powell. Sometimes they seem
to think that no one really listens to

wealth

even

president said

Where's the

largely ignore them because

An

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld,
Richard Perle, told the New York

Likewise for chemical and bio¬

iv_.

.

...

failure to take

logical agents.

the targets of their ire.
In the past we could
our own

weap¬
destruction. The

security adviser to the first President
Bush, and Dick Armey, the Republi¬
can House majority leader. As a re¬
sult, we're now hearing a really bad
reason to go to war: to protect the
president's credibility.
James R. Schlesinger, a key advi¬
sor in the Defense
Department, said
recently that "given all we have said
as a leading world power about the
necessity of regime change in Iraq
our credibility would be
badly dam¬
aged if that regime change did not
take place."

word "nuclear" has been
dropped here and there, but,
n, no one has produced any evi:e.

and detonate them to kill

teenth century
French econo¬

once

ground shifted to
mass

scary

ons of mass destruction will be
affordable to tyrants who may

an¬

of

explosives to their bodies

of

Reducing

ons

with free economies outgrow so¬
cialist tyrannies. But soon weap¬

one

the "war

Then the

than

success

wrote:

if there had been evidence, we'd have
heard about it.

own

And

—

They

United States, in

Technology is making weapons of
destruction both cheaper to pro¬
duce and easier to transport. As this
mass

try

pin 9/11
subsequent anthrax
mailings on Iraq. The effort
failed dismally. You can be sure that
and the

hatred and destruction of infidels

The risk increases

but also

The Bush administration

people in other

similar views.

us,

new reasons

being offered.

have been

country's fault in the
first place, or that non-violence takes
precedence over self-defense.
Perhaps it's time to revisit this.

has not attacked
because of the

cause.

nations do not hold

our

against Iraq are ominous.
only because it would
be an unprovoked and unde¬
clared war against a nation that
war

This is not

It's naive to believe

a military response. They
would instead rationalize that it must

object to

Theington
signalabout
s comintheg outimpending
of Wash¬

many

under those conditions

are no

seems

to sense

that. Besides, it's hard to miss the

breaking of ranks. Among the rankbreakers

are

Brent Scowcroft, national

a

a

declaration

declaration since

but that hasn't

now

would set

a

precedent, and the last thing the
powers that be want is a precedent
limiting the unconstitutionally as¬
sumed war powers of the presidency.
One thing Mr. Bush has going for
See IRAQ Page 17
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Dealing with ignorance about Libertarianism
I've often had the chance to dis¬

my Libertarian beliefs with
those who know little or noth¬
cuss

ing about

party or what we stand

our

for.

examples of

that adheres to the

.

By Bndfl

the Libertar

dvVon^hat

Chapman

topic. If the

People who

ignorant of any
give that cause the
benefit of doubt. While knowing
hardly anything about us, these
people have already concluded that
we are extremist (left-wing or
rightwing) crackpots or anarchists who
hate the government and, by exten¬

person seems to

sion, the United States of America.

Libertarians favor smaller government
on each and
every issue.

are

will seldom

cause

I've also had several

people tell
me
that they believe Lyndon
LaRouche is the flag-bearer of our
party.
Be

patient
How do we respond to this non¬
sense? My approach is to be patient
and not argue too forcefully. I real¬
ize that I can't convince a person all
at once, but by expressing myself
carefully and persuasively, I can per¬
haps plant a seed for thought in their
mind.

amples like the

abortion issue. If the person seems

conservative, then I'll

pick

on a

point

or

two and give

laws, and high taxes.
a few things that the
person can agree with me on, but
I'll look for

then of

course

Does this

I'll let them know that

mean

that

This is my last issue as the staf
am

ex¬

tremely grateful for having had

the

opportunity to work for the na¬
Party, an organi¬

tional Libertarian

zation that strives to create

a

freer

America.
While

employee at the party's
headquarters in Washington, DC, I
observed things that other Libertar¬
an

ians haven't. As
several

a

key changes

result, I believe
are necessary

to

make the party more successful.
Here are my parting suggestions

hate the

we

government? No! I feel strongly that
any Libertarian who makes such a
claim is doing our cause a disservice.
In fact, we love our system of gov¬
ernment as established by our found¬
ing fathers — each and every one of
whom

was a

Libertarian at heart. We

love America and

we

care

deeply

about the kind of government we
have. That's why we strive to make it

better.

by far the most patriotic
party because we are the only party
are

Farewell thoughts:
writer for LP News. I

welfare,

use

gun

We

I'll

be liberal, I'll use ex¬
drugs and the

war on

of those who perpetuate
them"

mentality

interested in

appear

this "us vs.
to be more

creating

a

unified

force for freedom.
I'm not naive

enough to believe
that infighting within the Libertar¬
ian Party will ever disappear. How¬
ever, I am optimistic that party lead¬
ers will be wise enough to ignore
(and
denounce when appropriate) those
Libertarians who seem to prefer fight¬
ing other Libertarians instead of Re¬
publicans and Democrats.

for LP leaders:

cussion, it's better to let them raise

not led like

the

Rights. We are the people who are
sheep by bureaucrats and
politicians. We are the people who
understand our history and keep to
the noble ideals that America
founded upon.
Is being a

and

crackpot. I have had to set sev¬
eral folks straight on that, including

quality candidates.
Party currently fo¬
recruiting as many candi¬
public office as possible —

members.

with little

Conflicts of

particular candidate will represent
the organization to the public. This
focus of quantity over quality does
not serve the party well.
Once, I received a published U.S.
House candidate questionnaire from
the national LP newspaper clipping
service. One of the questions asked
whether the federal budget deficit
should be reduced by rescinding tax
cuts or by cutting spending. The Lib¬

prepared for this before I
working at the LP. Neverthe¬
less, I was surprised to discover the
amount of petty bickering in the
party, and the ease with which some
was

Libertarians ascribe bad motives to
other Libertarians with whom

they
disagree.
One charge that's particularly dis¬
turbing is that there is a conflict of
interest between the small group of
people in the "party hierarchy" and
the party's grassroots activists. Most

Beginner’s
Introduction
“It’s the best for new libertarians!”
-

Ken Schooland

Send $6.95

(includes postage) to:

SIL, Box 10224, Rochester NY 14610

ertarian in this

about how well

race

degree in

chemical

engineering.
the most you can
do is gently but firmly dispel these
myths that many people still believe,
and give them a little basic back¬
In many cases,

false advertis¬

LP is

ing

and it
blurs any dis¬

a

said the former

(this

was not the only time I came
across this kind of response).

The fact is that this is the Liber¬
tarian

Party — not the "Anyone Other
Than Democrats Or Republicans
Party." Its purpose is to run Libertar¬
ians for public office- not merely to
run candidates who aren't part of the
reigning political establishment.

cult of oddballs.

■ Grow the

party. Many Libertar¬
running for important

tinction be¬

ian candidates

tween

pro¬

offices contact the national head¬

freedom Liber¬

quarters during campaign season to

tarians

ask for

and

pro govern
ment Demo-

ByJ JOPathail

crats and Re-

I

TBQGT

And the need for
some

cases,

quality-control
beyond ideology.

the LP has

run

candi¬

dates for

major offices who lack any
public communication skills, are bi¬
zarre in appearance, or are flat-out
insane.
It may

be impossible to prevent
every bad candidate from running for
office

Libertarian, but it's criti¬
like governor or Con-

as a

cal for posts

■ About the author: Brian

is

Chapman

LP member in Massachusetts.

an

This essay reprinted from the Nov¬
ember/December issue of Massachu¬
setts Liberty.

don't

"help" (money). What they

seem

to

realize, however, is that

the LP is

currently unable to make a
significant contribution to their cam¬
paigns.
The Libertarian Party is the third
largest party in America, but it's still
tiny compared to our two major com¬
petitors. With a total membership of
less than 25,000 and annual revenues
of just a couple of million dollars, the

organization can't afford to pour
money into candidates as the Demo¬
cratic and Republican committees
routinely do.
Furthermore, the party has expe-

rienced
tion

a

shocking amount of attri¬

the past couple of years,
losing almost one-third of its duespaying membership. This fact should
concern all Libertarians greatly, as
members are what keeps the organi¬
over

zation alive and

functioning.

If Libertarians want
dates to have the

our

candi¬

that

they
competitive, there's only
one way to make it happen: The Lib¬
ertarian Party must gain many new
party members, donors, and activists.
The party must get bigger — a lot
bigger.
That's why LP officers — on ev¬
ery level — should focus on growing
the party during their terms.
And that's why candidates for
high-profile offices such as governor,
resources

need to be

U.S. Senator, or U.S. President should

focus

on recruiting new LP support¬
during their campaigns. Party
growth must be our top priority if
ers

Libertarians want to be taken seri¬

ously.
If the Libertarian

Party takes

these steps, I believe it will be much
closer to turning the dream of a lib¬

No

reason to

Continued from

Page 16
him is that the public and most mem¬
bers of Congress don't care. (Do they
even know that the war power is re¬
served to Congress?) If they did care,
perhaps Mr. Bush would give them
the same consideration he gives his
friends who

run

Mr. Bush at least

thinks he'll

issue. But

is necessary. According to
ciated Press, he intends to

an

owe

attack
one

—

Iraq

right after he launches the

attack.
A

society is justified in going to
only when its survival is threat¬
ened. That is clearly not the case
here. Mr. Bush's coming war is there¬
fore unjustified.

the American

people

explanation for why going to war
the Asso¬
give them

ertarian America into

a

reality.

■ About the author: Jon

Trager was
staff writer at the Liber¬
tarian Party's Washington, DC office
from March 2001 to December 2002.
the LP News

war

The New Internet
Free, Fast & East

other countries.

But don't worry.

Of course, Libertarians don't agree
with each other on every political

endorsing candidates who
don't support a sharp reduction in the

a

—

In

I

master's

party guilty of

cuses

started

a

enough without our top messengers
giving people the impression that the

the

dates for

the group.

with

makes

bound to be

concern

man

gress. Selling skeptical voters on our
unconventional message is tough

of candidates goes

Arguments over strategy.
personality. Feelings of
disdain for certain other people in

tarianism.
a

size and scope
of government

■ Recruit

on

Why Government Doesn't
Offer
by Harry Browne), I have found two
books by Richard Maybury to be
highly informative, Whatever Hap¬
pened to Justice? and Are You Liberal,
Conservative or Confused? These two
books led me and several of my fam¬
ily and friends to discover Liber¬

nor

other

prim¬

Work and The Great Libertarian

are we anarchists.
We believe in the need for just laws,

will favor small government.
And we are not in any way asso¬
ciated with Lyndon LaRouche or any

standard

(such

Boaz and

right. Nor

we obey the laws of our land
(even the bad ones). We are middle
America, who always has and always

our

as The Libertarian Reader
and Libertarianism: A Primer by David

Just laws

extreme

some

In addition to
ers

...

neither extreme left

they want to know more
good idea to give
introductory reading and

Political Quiz.

us

Hardly. If anything is nutty it's
that we've strayed so far from what
has made us great and set us apart
and that we are in danger of stray¬
ing further.

are

in¬

let them take the World's Smallest

nuts?

The Libertarian

discord amongst

Then if
them

ideas extreme? Does that make

so

about us, it is a

was

American who adheres to these noble

We

subject again, if they're

clined.

proud, flag-waving

infighting. In any
ideological organization, there's
some

what we're all about. Never
hard. After an initial dis¬

on

press too

of

publicans.

■ Minimize

ground

What I learned at the national office

dividing the party into

factions than in

principals set

forth in the Constitution and the Bill

■ About

the

author:

Richman is senior fellow at

Sheldon

the Fairfax,
Virginia-based Future of Freedom
Foundation, and editor of Ideas on
Liberty magazine.
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Why Libertarians can't be afraid
Building a new budget to discuss the'm' word: Morality

and

cutting

expenses

EDITOR’S NOTE: How

can

ertarianism solve America's
lems? Each

Lib¬

prob¬

issue, LP News will

showcase how "Libertarian Solu¬

Please excuse thefootball analogy,but the season is over, and
it's time to get ready for the next one. Now is the time to
check the equipment, examine the playbook, establish the

training regimen, and get ready for next season. The 2004
cycle is just around the corner, and we've got lots to do.
Back in November, the LNC Executive Committee met in Chicago to
develop the 2003 budget. Joining me were Vice Chair Ken Bisson,
Treasurer Deryl Martin, Secretary Steve Givot, At-Large member Michael
Dixon, and Regional Representatives Mark Cenci and Mark Nelson. We
decided that now is the time to embark on a different kind of budget.
Prior budgets tended to be quite "hopeful." We would estimate
costs for all of the things we wanted to do, and try to determine
where we'd get the money to do them. Sometimes the process worked
well, and revenues were realized according to plan. Sometimes the
process failed miserably, and revenues fell far short of budget.
What we developed was an extremely conservative budget designed
to only cover what we considered the "core" functions of the LP. We
planned on revenues that we felt we could reasonably support based
upon historical performance. We based expenses upon actual levels.
We built the budget around membership numbers that continue to
decline. We did not count on any major donor giving.
It's not that we wanted to be pessimistic: we wanted a budget with
only good surprises. We wanted a budget with little chance of a down¬
side performance. We wanted a budget designed to be met and exceeded.
It looks like our revenue estimates for 2002 will be short by in excess
of $1 million. We do not want any more underperformances like this.
Additionally, whereas prior budgets were massive in their detail,
we decided that in order for the budget to be a valuable management
tool, we needed to simplify the metrics, while simultaneously freeing
staff to work more flexibly within the con¬

tions"

or

—

interim steps

libertarian direction

improve

our

—

in a more
can help

nation.

election

straints of the
more

budget. The

new budget is much
simple and transparent than previous

*

We're still in

a

*

cash crunch at National, and

we're

trying to work through it. As of writing
this column, we have missed paying UMP money
to the states, and may not be able to catch up
completely until June or July. We have reduced
significant levels of expenses, and are looking
for further opportunities.
We have reduced staff through attrition and
layoffs. From our historical peak staff cost level
of August 2002, we will have realized a net
decrease in expenses of over $28,000 a month
NATIONAL CHAIR
by March of 2003. Although many staff
members are no longer with us, our leave
accrual policies (and the willingness of all departing staff to work
with us) result in their leave being paid out in normal pay periods.
March will be the first month where all leave for departed employees
has been paid in full. At that point, our cash flow will be significantly
enhanced, and our situation will start to improve measurably.

By Geoffrey
Neale

★

*

I've spent
have become

several weeks working at HQ since becoming Chair. I
truly amazed at what staff are able to do with such
limited resources and tools. I've often thought that we invest too
little in the right tools for the jobs we ask our staff to do. I am now
beyond convinced of that fact. We simply must give these people the
tools to do their job.
We have begun the parallel testing of the implementation of our
new accounting system. Once verified and proven, we will switch over
completely, and no longer run on an outdated, unsupported software
package. Not only is the new accounting system a multiple-user
system, where the current one is a single-user system, the cost for
purchase of the new system was a fraction of what it would have cost
us to upgrade the current system.
Additionally, the new system will allow us to save expenses on
other things such as payroll processing. And on top of that, our
reporting will be significantly enhanced, allowing the LNC to provide
better oversight and management, while freeing many hours of staff
time from generating reports.
*

I'm

sure none

of this sounds

*

your

continued support.

*

"sexy," but it's work that needs to be
for next season. I thank you all for

done. Now is the time to prepare

By Bill Winter
LP NEWS EDITOR

What do Americans want
from

politicians?
Surprise. They want

moral values, says a sur¬

taken before the 2002 elections’.
According to a Greenberg, Quinlin,
Rosner Research, Inc. poll
(July 9-14, 2002), 16% of

vey

that Libertarians

are

immoral liber¬

tines.

of God and

a

biblical world view would

violence."
Farah is wrong; Most Libertarians
do understand the moral dimension
of

liberty. They embrace "morality,
righteousness, and compassion." And
they certainly don't want a nation
beset with "chaos and violence."

Joseph Farah, the editor of

But Libertarians view

morality dif¬
ferently than Farah — and
differently than most lib¬

Americans said "moral

erals and conservatives.
Traditional

they considered
voting for Congres¬

when

"Many libertarians are
'socially conservative' in the
sense that they believe in

sional candidates.
To

put that in con¬

traditional moral values

text, more Americans

like monogamy

and twoparent families," noted the
libertarian
website,

moral values are a
defining issue than say
taxes are important
(12%), or federal spend¬
ing (9%), or the environ¬
ment (8%), or crime and
illegal drugs (7%).
In a related question,
say

said

Libertarian.org.
"But

make

moral values

a

not

intern

Americans look at government,
and they see politicians tarred by
scandal

“A LIBERTARIAN
society devoid of God
and

a

biblical world

view would

quickly

chaos and violence."

—Joseph Farah

from Richard Nixon caught
being a crook with the Watergate
burglars to Bill Clinton caught not
having sexual relations with "that

WorldNetDaily, echoed this all-too-

woman."

common assessment

—

they see a nation beset by
social problems — crime, teenage
pregnancies,
broken
homes,
intergenerational welfare, school
shootings, drug abuse, corporate mal¬
feasance, and "vulgar" pop culture.
What do those problems have in
common? They're caused by a break¬
down of what many Americans see
as

cency,

for

a

simpler,

time, when crack

more

ertarian candidates have been reluc¬
tant to talk about

morality.
pride themselves
on being tolerant, so they are loathe
to impose their views of morality on
And Libertarians

However, since most Americans

morality and government as in¬
tertwined, it may be time for Liber¬
see

tarians to end their
and start

squeamishness
using the "M" word in

campaigns.

on

when he wrote

June 18, 2002:

"Libertarians fail to understand

In

fact, it's past time for Libertar¬

ians to

proudly extol the link between
morality and freedom. Here are some
points they can make:
■

LP News
us

chastity, honesty, commit¬

decent
something
that happened to your windshield,
[
XXX was a winning strategy in tic- \j.
tac-toe, and Eminem was a candy.
So it's not surprising that 11% say
moral values should be a "priority"
for Congress and the president. It's
not surprising that Americans see
morality as a political issue.
yearn

physically control them."

morality as intensely personal — and
outside the scope of government.
That's one reason why so many Lib¬

—

traditional moral values: De¬

ment, and hard work. Americans

you

argue

others.

not

And

morality,

avoid them,

In other words, Libertarians see

deteriorate into
an

else doesn't agree

with them, or verbally con¬
demn them, but you should

bit of both.
Sex with

freely chosen. If

someone

may

who want

politicians who are
moral (the "impeach-Bill-Clinton"
crowd), and those who want politi¬
cians to impose morality on others
(the "run-Pat-Buchanan-run" crowd).
In fact, Americans probably want

libertarian be¬

must be

with your

distinction between Ameri¬

a

a

lieves that moral values

a top priority for
Congress and the president.
The poll results are some¬
what ambiguous, since they don't

cans

critical to

quickly deteriorate into chaos and

values" would be among
the most important is¬
sues

so

Self-government. Too few [Libertar¬
ians] comprehend a laissez faire so¬
ciety can only be built in a culture
of morality, righteousness, and com¬
passion. A libertarian society devoid

should be

*

*

Despite this, Libertarian candi¬
curiously silent on
the subject. As a result, some critics
have charged that Libertarians don't
care about morality. Or, pointing to
Libertarian positions on abortion,
pornography, and drugs, they charge
dates have been

11%

budgets. It's designed to succeed.

Libertarian
SOLUTIONS

the moral dimension

none

was

for

a

daily dose

-<\of

news

& commentary
the Libertarian

from
Party

www.LP.org/lpnews

Giving the government the
to impose morality is
dangerous.
Getting politicians to impose your
vision of morality has a seductive al¬
lure
but it is a fool's game, argued
1996 and 2000 LP presidential candi¬
date Harry Browne in The Great Lib¬
ertarian Offer.
"When a politician promises to
power

—

raise moral standards, it's easy to
think he's

referring to the moral stan¬

dards in which you believe," wrote
Browne. "You think you've found
someone

who's

going to use the force
impose your moral

of government to
values on others.

"But when government acts, the
See MORALITY Page 22
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PULSE

Luddites &

ecology nuts

Maybe it's genetic.

Maybe it's Libertarians' pro-science perspective.
Maybe it's just philosophical consistency.
Whatever the reason, LP News readers are opposed to
opposing genetically modified (GM) food.
Make that vociferously opposed: A few readers were so offended we
even asked the question that they threatened to quit the party.
(Relax, guys. It's just a question.)
In response to this month's unscientific Pulse question — "Should
the Libertarian Party make opposition to bioengineered food a part of
the LP Platform?"
a whopping 85.2% said the LP (and the govern¬
ment) should leave genetically modified food alone. Science, farmers,
and customers can decide what to grow and eat, they opined.
Many readers were scornful of efforts to regulate bioengineered
food, calling supporters of such legislation Luddites, scientific
illiterates, and ecology nuts.
Only 7.4% supported Iowa LP gubernatorial candidate Clyde
Cleveland, who campaigned against bioengineered food in 2002. Those
readers argued that genetically modified crops do pose a danger to
others, so the government should regulate them.
Another 7.4% gave ambiguous or conditional answers.
Here is a cross-pollinated sample of the responses:
—

■ The LP should not take

position against bioengineered food
dangerous, or
unusually prone to pest attack. There is only the anguished dread of
something new, a form of Luddism, which I am certain is not supposed
to be a part of the LP.
Joel M. Kauffman, Wayne, Pennsylvania

because there is

no

a

hard evidence that such food will be

—

■ What in the blazes does

bioengineered food have to do with liberty
government? The question suggests that the LP is being hijacked!
No, the LP should not take a stand on bioengineered foods!
or

■ Not tititlation
I hardly consider the 2003 NC La¬
dies of Liberty Calendar to be "sexual
titillation." [The MailBox, January
2003]
Has Marcia Slentz-Whalen

taken

a

even

look at the whole calendar?

Probably not. Perhaps she is just
by the word "pinup" or she is
just intimidated by Rachel Mills'
beauty.
scared

I consider the calendar to be taste¬

ful and informative. Our calendar pro¬

vides
also

extra to our donors. Contrary to Mrs.
Slentz-Whalen's belief, it took brains

to

come

up

with the idea.

Rachel still has calendars for sale,
at

endars

are now

at

a

discount of 19%

($16.20) in honor of the vote total
that she received. If you don't have
Internet access, you can send a per¬
sonal check to: Elect Rachel, 1413 Ed

on

40's

High Point, North Carolina

by sharing
quotes, Libertarian ideas, and impor¬
tant liberty-themed dates.
We received attention from local

newspapers all across the country,
from local and national TV networks.

Rachel Mills

Crossfire and The
O'Reilly Factor. She held her own, and
was a great speaker for liberty. Rachel
was on

has received

a

people have joined the LP be¬

cause

of the calendar.

North Carolina Soil and Water District

Supervisor.
candidate, I received 21%

of the votes

Liberty calendar

—

was

great idea. If

Hugh Hefner

can

make millions with

scantily clad

women,

why not the LP?
■ Not libertine

Calendar model Renee Montague
won her election for Chatham County,

a

ladies of

lot of fan mail, and

many

As

The
a

The calendar informs

a

record for

a

Liber¬

tarian in Guilford

County, NC. I was
also endorsed by The Rhinoceros Times
and the Piedmont Quality of Life
Coalition.
I do not consider the calendar

"unprincipled." We shed light on Lib¬
ertarian issues and offered something

far

as

the Gentlemen of

Liberty are concerned,

for that one
for any other
promotional gimmicks. Don't forget
eBay as an outlet for sales.
go

—

JOHN MARTIN

Wetumpka, Alabama

■ Vermont gun

laws

I don't believe Frank Orland's hy¬
pothesis that people will regard the
Ladies of Liberty calendar as 'liber¬
tine" [The MailBox, December 2002].
Compared even to upscale magazines
like Playboy, the Ladies of Liberty
calendar is rather modest. Only the
most prudish blue-hairs could call
this thing obscene.
I think it was a great fund-rais¬
ing idea. If Hugh Hefner can make
millions with pictures of scantily clad
women, why not the LP? Considering

Trager's "Libertarian
Solutions" [December 2002] on
America's crime problem had incor¬
rect information regarding Vermont's
firearm carry laws.
Mr. Trager is incorrect in stating
Vermont has

a

law, "which directs

local government

officials to issue
concealed-carry permits to almost
every adult applicant." Vermont does
not have a carry permit requirement.
Every adult not prohibited by federal
law from possessing a firearm may
carry a loaded firearm either openly
or

concealed in Vermont.
Vermont does have

a

fish and

law limiting this right to hand¬
guns, no loaded shotguns or rifles,
in motor vehicles on public roadways.
This is to discourage road hunting and
not limit the right to self-defense,
hence it is a state fish and game law:
10 V.S.A. Section 4705(b).
game

Vermont has astate

pre-emption,

24 V.S.A. Section 2295, a

law that

bars county and municipal govern¬
ments from regulating the carry, sale,

transfer,
This

or

WALTER NICHOLES, Orem, Utah

■ The
an

question of whether to

individual decision. No

grow or consume
should have the

bioengineered foods is
right to take away the

decision of the individual in this matter. This stand is the

essence

of

—

Peter F.

Party should stay out of it.
Wells, Rindge, New Hampshire

■ The

farming of bioengineered foods affronts the property rights of
agricultural land owners. Once a bioengineered plant is introduced into
the environment, its genes cannot be called back. Farmers have no
choice in whether these genes get into their crops, since they can
spread by wind, water, soil, insects, viri, and bacteria. In Mexico,
Canada, and the U.S., unwilling growers of crops with these rogue
genes have faced litigation in the name of intellectual property
infringement. For platform consistency in regards to property rights,
the Libertarian Party must oppose bioengineered foods.
—

Eli Moore,

Medford, Massachusetts

■ It should be left to science to determine if

bioengineered food is
harmful, not politics. Don't we believe that people are capable
of making their own decisions? If someone doesn't think
bioengineered food is safe, they shouldn't buy it. Isn't free-market
capitalism one of the strongest components of our Platform? Let
people vote with their dollars.
KRISTIAN RICHARD JUNGEN, West Allis, Wisconsin
safe

or

—

■ Libertarians should

support private, commercial efforts to market
genetically modified (GM) food. I'm embarrassed to learn a Libertarian
actually campaigned against it. Label the food at market so everyone
can make informed choices
do you want genetically modified food
that yields more per acre, has higher nutritional value, and is more
resistant to drought and disease, or do you prefer conventional stuff
that costs more, keeps more acreage from going fallow back to forest,
and has been proven insufficient to keep Africa from the grip of
pandemic starvation?
Anthony Trauring, Decatur, Georgia
—

—

■

Bioengineered food? Libertarian principles? Point of contact? No
point of contact; therefore no Libertarian position. Get real: the

market resolves such issues.
—

Jonathan black,

possession of firearms.
bar such government

one

libertarianism. The Libertarian

too. And the same goes

Jonathan

era

offensive.

as

—

we

JENNIFER SCHULZ MEDL0CK

powerful image of women and
explores the inner beauty of

pinup, and nothing in the calendar
is any more revealing than a depart¬
ment store underwear ad. Sherry Hill's
pose as "Rosie the Riveter" is hardly

And

Cook Road, Durham, NC 27703.
—

of liberty is,

dollar we can scrape up. I
especially like the idea of getting
funding from non-libertarians.

http://rachelmills.com/ The cal¬

a

each. The theme is based

how small the army

need every

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania

■ We have been

entities from

using bioengineered foods for thousands of years. To
stop now because of lack of understanding of what bioengineered

their

means

serves as a

own

attempting to create
carry licensing require¬

would be to embrace

bioengineering gives

ments.

See MAILBOX

Page 20

us

stupidity. Humanity needs the food that

to avoid starving more people. If we stopped
See THE PULSE

Page 20
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THE PULSE

sibly proportional to property value,
is a type of wealth tax familiar to all.
Analogous to insurance premiums,

THE MAILBOX

the

Continued

from Page 19
using technology with known dangers we would all be walking to
work, paddling our boats across the ocean, and shouting to each other
for communications. We would not have computers, televisions,
alternating electric current or any number of other things.
—

Continued

from Page 19
Mr. Trager is correct in that Ver¬
mont also continuously enjoys one of

the lowest crime rates in the nation.
As

former

Burlington police of¬
well- reasoned opin¬
ion that violent criminals are prob¬
ably reluctant to attempt to make
victims of a populace that can well
be expected to be armed.

David P. ZIMMERMAN, Columbus, Ohio

a

ficer I

■

They are both right. There has already been a problem with bio¬
engineered crops cross pollinating with other crops. The potential risk
is real. On the other side, our world population is growing at an
alarming rate. The need for better quantity food production will
become absolute. Conclusion: Neither the potentiality catastrophic
results nor the science can be ignored.
BILL Battle, Ann Arbor Michigan

can

offer

a

doing a very good job in this regard.
Until the LP becomes more voter-ori¬

Barre, Vermont

ented, it will have

—

■ Social liberalism
It

LP members

The back page

politics,

■ Never mind that

any

thoritarian left and

always, we should approach this issue on the side of freedom:
people should have the choice to determine whether or not to allow
bioengineered foods into their bodies. I do support private initiatives
to label bioengineered foods, but only because I want to be an
informed
—

consumer.

Gene Trosper, Wildomar,

California

bioengineered food has never been proven to cause
adverse effects. Libertarians have always promoted freedom to
indulge in activities proven to be harmful, such as drug use, firearm
possession, or driving without seatbelts as long as that freedom is
restricted by the equal freedom of others. Freedom is the issue.
—

■ If I read

one more asinine anti-technology, anti-mind-of-man
question like this, there will be one less dues-paying member of the
Libertarian Party.
SCOTT A, MCLENNAN, Minneapolis, Minnesota

April Question: Target one race?

The LP is resolutely non-interventionist, right? Not necessarily, if
January's Pulse column is

ment

—

indication. While unscientific,
it revealed that up to 45.5% of LP News readers would
support a
pre-emptive military strike on Iraq. Furthermore, the tone of their
responses indicated they're somewhat irritated that other Libertarians
seem to take an opposite position. That raises the
question: How
should the LP stake out an "official" position on controversial issues
like a war on Iraq? Should the Libertarian National Committee decide
via formal resolution? (After all, they are the elected representatives
of the membership at large.) Should such issues be put to a ballot of
all dues-paying LP members? Should delegates at a National Conven¬
tion decide (even though such events happen only once every two
years?) Is there a better way? Or, should the party refrain from taking
a position on such issues because
they are simply too divisive?
■ QUESTION: How should the Libertarian Party decide its
"official" positions on tough, potentially controversial issues like
a war on Iraq?
(Please keep answers to 100 words or less.)
■ DEADLINE: February 8, 2003
any

ENTRY GUIDELINES: Include your name

and

city/state;
anonymous answers won't be tallied. Enter just once per month.
■ E-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org. (Put "Pulse" in subject line.)
■ Fax: (202) 333-0072 (Attn: The Pulse).
■ Mail: Bill Winter, Attn: LP News/The Pulse, 1640 Worcester
Road, #330-D, Framingham, MA 01702
your

a person

by force. Is this what LP

mem¬

DAVID HOSCHEIDT

Bloomington, Illinois
■ Editor's note: The Random House

College Dictionary also defines "revo¬
lutionary" as: "Productive of or fur¬
thering radical change: a revolution¬
ary discovery." Mr. Neale was not ad¬
vocating the overthrow of the govern¬
ment by force.

issues,

The primary

Columbus, Indiana

purpose

■ Editor's note: The "social liberal¬

ism" comment

was

made

by the Bos¬

to

■ Green wisdom
Your article about the Maine Green
was

our

amazes

are

me
our

that

we

feel

a

of

a

direct taxation of individuals and

corporations by the federal

govern¬

ment.

States should be responsible for
collecting and paying any taxes
needed to supplement the federal
government, apportioned according
to their respective populations as the

or

course).
Other considerations aside, I
would

focus attention

prefer replacing wealth trans¬

fer taxes

—

such

as

those

on

incomes

(including inheritances) and retail
sales
with taxes on total personal
wealth, but only if administered fairly
and efficiently. Unfortunately, in a
nation of freeloaders, it is difficult
to achieve fairness and

efficiency.

MICHAEL J. GONSIOR

Cody, Wyoming

■ Wealth tax: Yes

easier to win; that candidates who

Kudos to Carl Milsted, Jr. for

■ Wealth tax: No

And "basic" doesn't

even cover

ognizing the logical defensibility of
wealth taxes, difficult though they
would be to implement and enforce
["Three Kinds of Freedom," The Fo¬
rum, January 2003].
Indeed, the property tax, osten-

it

tics Pre-School.
PAUL MILLER

Hannibal, Missouri

Just wanted to let you

know that
thought your analysis was dead on
in your "Are we smart enough to learn
from the Greens?" piece.
Keep up the good work.
HUNTER PUTNAM

Arab, Alabama

Changing the GOP
Geoffrey Neale [From the Chair,
2002] infers that there are

the

grounds that they "hit only those
are already wealthy."
In common with so many writers,
Milsted does less than justice to the

who

Framers of the Constitution: the Con¬

is authorized to lay and collect
only taxes that are apportioned to
the populations of the States, i.e.
taxes that are equal, per capita, in
every State.
Such taxes, obviously do not shut
the economy down, but demand that
citizens make good use of their prop¬
erty, keep their [horseless] carriages
rolling: there would be no difficulty
in affording an adequate Army, Navy,
Marine Corps.
Milsted is highly confusing on the
subject of equality: they are equal
among whom there are no classes,
anyone (who accepts the responsibili¬
ties of citizenship) may rise to the

talking about
Politics 101, we're talking about Poli¬

I

on

gress

I mean, we're not

■ Good work

Carl Milsted, Jr. advocates taxes
"wealth," rather than incomes, on

rec¬

understand the fundamental nature
of the points.

December

I still think the LP should place
repeal of the 16th Amendment at the
top of its agenda, thereby to elimi¬
nate the IRS and halt entirely the

need to

bring support into a campaign.
The sad thing is that a good por¬
tion of our members would probably
not agree with some.of these basic
political truisms, or perhaps just not

■

services.

members that open seats

volved with their communities will

—

one's share of

of the "charitable"
causes we are forced to support by
our governments (e.g., public educa¬
tion, personal welfare, farm subsidies)
should be in proportion to one's to¬
tal personal wealth.
Of course, fees directly related to
government services — such as ve¬
hicle fuel taxes to pay for public high¬
ways or charges proportioned to me¬
tered water usage — are nearly ideal,
second only to privatization of such

—

those who sit home, maintain a

—

even

costs for many

hibited by the Constitution, of

is to attract votes.

actually campaign fare better than

—

tionalized that

organizations under
by whatever means
they choose (other than those pro¬

party; its purpose

complete ineptitude.
Don't get me wrong — I don't dis¬
agree with anything you wrote. It just
inform

federal level.

—

article has to be written

an

shows

its protection,
or

Sadly, governments at all levels
have gone way beyond providing se¬
curity and defense; but it can be ra¬

from citizens

toward another

incredible [From the
Editor, January 2003]. The fact that
such

stands to lose, the more

should pay for
whether at the state

their jurisdiction

political party is not

ton Herald.

[candidate]

more one

one

founders intended; and state govern¬
ments should be free to collect taxes

missing something?

website, and send a few letters to the
editor; that candidates who are in¬

Tough Issues?

revolutionaries. In

bers want? If not, then LP members
should not use this term.

kenn Gividen

—

It's a suggestion that comes up after almost every election —

March Question:

are

revolutionary is

albeit for the wrong reasons.
Am I

■ Deadline: March 8, 2003

a

libertarian

trum when it comes to social

—

influence.

who wishes to overthrow the govern¬

right. Therefore, the so-called con¬
servatives (Bill O'Reilly, Jerry Falwell)
are actually liberal on social issues.
What?! Alan Keyes a compromising
moderate? That's the way I see it.
Meanwhile, the Ralph Nader types
fall squarely on the right of the spec¬

FRITZ GROSZKRUGER, Dumont, Iowa

especially when the LP didn't win any significant offices (as in
2002). The suggestion is simple: The party should pour all its
resources into one important race, and win it.
Typically, the argument
goes, the LP dissipates its resources in dozens of races around the USA,
and loses most of them. A better strategy, say these folks, would be
for Libertarians to decide which one race (or small handful of
races) is
potentially winnable, and direct their contributions to just that one
race. It should be a
major race, they say: U.S. House or governor. With
a coordinated national effort,
they say, the LP could elect a Congress¬
man or governor. Others
disagree, saying that cantankerous Libertar¬
ians wouldn't be able to select just one race to focus on, or that LP
members prefer to support mostly local elections. And, they say, even
contributions from around the USA wouldn't be enough to guarantee a
win for Congress or for governor in a typical state. Who's
right?
■ QUESTION: Should the Libertarian Party put all its resources
into winning one important race in 2004? If so, what kind of
race? And why? (Please keep answers to 100 words or
less.)

a

no

Geoffrey Neale also maintains that

happened again.
of the LP News [First
Word, January 2003] evoked the
phrase "social liberalism" in a quote
describing the libertarian perspective.
Since when is conserving the Bill
of Rights "liberal?"
In my estimation, there is an au¬

■ As

are

to attract votes. The LP hasn't been

Evan Hughes

—

libertarians who

trying to
change the Republican Party. He
maintains that libertarians, through
the LP, should try to challenge it, not
change it. This is incorrect.
The primary purpose of a politi¬
cal party is not to focus its attention
toward another party in order to
change or challenge it; its purpose is
some

| Make Your
! Voice Heard!
LP News welcomes letters.

Send

I

|
•

[
i

I

correspondence to:

head of the social order

E-mail:

Editor@hq.LP.org.
Fax: (202) 333-0072(Attn: LP News).

or

fall to the

foot.
If

equality

to prevail — in¬
being taxed more
severely than the poor — gifted men
like Henry Ford and Bill Gates would
were

stead of the rich

Mail: Bill Winter, Attn: LP News,

1640 Worcester Road, #330-D,
Framingham, MA 01702
I

See THE MAILBOX
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relatively

well off, and
be able to finance the exploration of
the Moon and the decoding of the
human genome — there would be no
pretext for the taxpayers doing any
such things.
very

Brian W. Firth

—

Bronxville, New York

ties. What the two groups seem to
have in common is their generally low

opinion of each other's approach.
As unique individuals, we all have
myriad goals for our lives. But banded
together as members of this particu¬
lar organization, I believe that our
agreed upon and committed to com¬
mon goal is to elect libertarians to

Right

LEFT
I

1

1980

office.

■ Poor headline

Notice this contains two simulta¬

I don't think I'm

nitpicking when
that having LP News hang a

I say

"Close the Borders" headline above my
little letter is contrary to the con¬
tent of the letter [The MailBox, De¬
cember

2002], It's like jumping to a
constipation is the
only possible option to diarrhea.
An immigrant entry fee program
is the centerpiece of an achievable,
electable policy that would save lives,
stimulate the economy, cut crime,
free up the courts, help the poor, pay
off the debt, stop domestic resent¬
ment, increase trade and immigration
of productive persons and help elect
those caring, thoughtful Libertarians.
A million paying immigrants
would help pay off the debt with an
entry fee a bit larger than what they
are paying the Coyotes now.
Poor but responsible workers
should be able to find financing.
conclusion that

Deadbeats,

thieves,

moochers and
Enact this

welfare

drug addicts would not.
policy and the death

toll of hopeful Mexican

men, women,

and children

crawling across the
desert or roasting to death in rail cars
will immediately stop.
Good neighbors, heads held high,
taking a plane, helping us pay the
bills.
—

DAVID SCHAFFNER

Lockport, Illinois

goals 1) to elect people to of¬
2) these people must be lib¬
ertarians. Doing this requires a bal¬
ance of both practical action and
philosophical consistency.
Bridging gaps, forging alliances,
spreading the message, and being the
moral compass are all sub-strategies
to the overall goal. We need to get
down to the business of getting real
libertarians really elected and argue
less about which arm of the strategy
is more important.
Whether you are an activist or an
idealist ask yourself, "Am I currently
helping or hurting the movement?"
neous

fice and

Activism is needed, but not that
which opposes our philosophy. Ide¬

Purity, pragmatism
It

can

seems

be

to

that LP members

me

(very) loosely boxed under two

activists. We

our

or

can

exasperates

see

it. It is

within reach. We need both hands to
grasp it.
ANDREW SWEENEY

—

Greenville, South Carolina
■

Freesponsibility
I have

favored

change in
the party's name, as "Libertarian" is
a reasonably well-understood label,
giving us — and others — brand rec¬
ognition. For instance, the Cato In¬
stitute has dropped their campaign
to popularize the label, "market lib¬
eral," and has returned to calling
never

a

But since it

seems

to be a

One is the activist who believes

that

we

order to
ness.

ciples

must be

practical in
gain members and effective¬
more

The other is the idealist who

that

argues

pure

we must keep our prin¬
in order to stay true to

ourselves and what
The activists

we

seem

stand for.
to have expe¬

rience

"doing something" in the pub¬
lic arena. Perhaps they have become
pragmatic because of their experience
or perhaps they are active because
they are pragmatic.
The idealists

tive, but
in their

more

topic

up for discussion, I have come up
with one idea for a name that I'd con¬

sider

seem

to be less ac¬

vocal and articulate

12-02

■ Travel freedom

Libertarians seats"?
The liberals cried in November

freedom and
we

Ralphie Nader cost them

it's all about who

spins the question.
I applaud Mr. Muth for exercising
his First Amendment rights, revert¬
ing to the liberals' ineffective strat¬
egy of name calling, and would ask
me

the

names

of "con¬

servative" members of Congress.
As

[LP Communications Director]
George Getz pointed out, Republican
candidates on the campaign trail talk

are

for both

personal responsibility,

could call ourselves the "Free¬

sponsibility Party."
Responsibil¬
ity for one's actions, and for one's
family's health, education, and wel¬
fare. Give up personal responsibility,
and you've given up freedom. Free¬
dom and responsibility are insepa¬
rable. Freesponsibility.
I believe we should (and would!)
debate this seriously before chang¬
ing. But so far, except for "The
Freesponsibility Party," I don't see
any suggested name changes that
express our reason for being (in a way
that ordinary people can understand)

response

to November's coverage of

John Gilmore's lawsuit

acting on their phony rhetoric,
they just stick taxpayers with subsi¬
dizing all the non-constitutional po¬
litical schemes, designed to keep
themselves entrenched in office.

Republicans in Congress took
seriously, and
conducted government business as
prescribed in the Constitution,

their oath of office

there'd be

ian
—

no

need for the Libertar¬

Party.
Harry Thompson

Tucson, Arizona

ians. One of the writers seemed to be

LPCA SLO
LP Decals: $3 • LP

Reg 40

logo pin: $10
Beach, CA 93448

P.0. Box 598, Pismo

(877) 616-1776 • www.lpcslo.org/store

is, the airlines

are re¬

quired by the government to either
positively ID each traveler or subject
them to additional search.

The

problems with that policy are
First, it is impractical to get a
written copy of the regulations, even
as an industry insider. I have, so far,
many.

not been able to extract such infor¬

mation from any

of the other airlines
regularly travel on. Hence,
Gilmore's argument that we're now
subject to secret law is valid.
Second, all government-imposed
airline security violates the Fourth
Amendment, and he argues the First
Amendment. I agree. As a practical
matter, the current security scheme
is absurdly expensive and ineffective.
As it stands right now, two of the'
most important threats to aviation
security are still not being addressed.
If airlines were held responsible for
their own security, they might be
that I

As it is, the airlines are getting a
handout of your tax dollars because
the government violated the Consti¬

tution and

■ Who cost whom?

$70 each

requiring the

inclined to address these issues.

Diego, California

[LPNews, January 2002, "Pundits
Libertarian candidates cost Re¬
publican Party three high-level of¬
fices."]
It depends on who's posing the
question. Is the glass of water half
empty, or half full? The pundits
should be asking, "Did the GOP cost

the

I won't argue the merits of put¬
ting that particular piece on the front
page. However, I do submit that the
lawsuit has some degree of validity
and should be important to Libertar¬

proceeded to uncouple the
responsibility of secu¬
rity from the airlines. Talk about
screwed up!
John's lawsuit is one tiny step in
undoing the monumental damage
that government has done to the air¬
line industry, and security in specific.
It is about restoring the right to travel
and travel anonymously. It is about
restoring one portion of the right to
freedom and

LP Flags,
Banners

over

government's ID requirements for air¬
line travel. Being a Libertarian who
works in the airline industry, I can't
resist the temptation to comment.

ID. The fact

Dan Litwin

San

espousal of libertarian puri-

a couple of interesting
letters in the December LP News in

government, and letting us keep more
of our own money. But when it comes
to

be

just read

confused about who is

better than Libertarian.
—

I

the talk about lower taxes, smaller

If

going along with.

my

ConservaVive values.
www.russmo.com

him to send

Freedom to succeed.

different labels.

V

2000 that

activism

finally coming

’round lo

votes, and Nader rightfully replied
that the liberals cost him votes. So

our

Because Libertarians

■

afe

alism is needed, but not that which

■ Editor's note: The "Close the Bor¬

justice to
the point of Mr. Schaffner's letter. LP
News regrets the error.

J Ah-hah! The voters

impedes

themselves libertarians.

ders" headline did not do

1990

say

■

Presents the Libertarian

positive vision for

I

See order

Party’s

better America.
form on Page 13.
a

secure in our persons and posses¬
sions. It is about addressing real se¬

curity, not phony security. It is about
liberty.
Though John may not succeed,
partly because of the particulars of
his case, the cause of liberty in the
airline industry should at least have
enough Libertarian support that we
don't attack him.

Varrin Swearingen

—

Fresno, California

■

Higher primates
Re:

"Monkeying with our money,"
[The Issues, December 2002 ]. I think
we just might owe these higher pri¬
mates some debt of gratitude that
would give them 24 million dollars
out of a multiple trillion dollar fed¬
eral budget. I would allow my dog a
good life and retirement as well as a
great amount of leeway and dignity
simply for his loyalty.
I would certainly allow a higher
primate a bit more than euthanasia
or life in a small cage in exchange
for being subjected to injection with
HIV virus (and worse) in an attempt
to save our collective human butt.

These

are

not lab rats.

And yes, I know the government
shouldn't have been involved in this
in the first

for

place. But they

were.

In

penny, in for a pound. Like vet¬
erans in an unjust war, they shouldn't
a

just be cut loose.
I hope you think harder the next
time you try to point out government
waste. I

can

think of

worse

transgres¬

sions to get upset over.
—

MARY PACINDA

New

Carlisle, Ohio

Is Abortion

Aggression?
Philosophical
Arguments Show Why It Is
Scientific &

Go to:
For

a

http://www.L4L.org

literature list, send

a

S.A.S.E. to Libertarians for Life,
13424

Hathaway Drive #18,

Wheaton, MD 20906*(301)460-4141

libertarian@erols.com
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politics of Libertarian morality

Continued

from Page 18
imposed won't be yours and
they won't be mine. Moral values will
be set by whoever has the most po¬
litical power — people like Teddy
Kennedy or Newt Gingrich."
That's a sobering point. Consider:

■

values

Springs. Speakers include Ed Thompson (2002 Wisconsin
LP gubernatorial candidate), Vin Suprynowicz (colum¬
nist, Las Vegas Review-Journal), and Dr. Robert Zubrin,
(author, The Case for Mars). For information, e-mail:
lpco2003@psisys.net. Or call: (719) 310-9444. Or visit:

If conservatives control the levers

mandatory

www.co-freedom.com/2002/12/lp03.htm

■

of "Christian"

Conservatives want to
ment to make

use

govern¬

you're not bad.
If liberals gain power, we face
mandatory racial sensitivity training,
greater redistribution of wealth, more
anti-hate crime laws (read: "thought
crimes"), and more affirmative action
programs — all in the name of "com¬
passionate" morality. Liberals want to
use government to make you good.
The moral agendas of liberals and
conservatives are quite different. But
they have one thing in common: They
sure

■

gavel of power as
United States.

president of the

Individual

morality is about in¬
vesting your time, spending your
money, and demonstrating your val¬
ues. Government "morality" is about
casting a vote, spending other
people's money, and posing for a
photo-op. It's not the same.

to

dependence and

a

loss of respect
he wrote.
have suf¬

for persons and property,"
"Virtue and civil society

fered."
What's the solution?
"If

is the parent. You are the child.
That could be why Rev. Robert A.
Sirico of the Acton Institute wrote

Government and the Decline of Mo¬

that Americans make a serious

rality," James A. Dorn of the Cato

and

Institute

tage."

George Lakoff wrote that conserva¬
tives hold

a

"Strict Father Model" view

of government.
have

a

Liberals, he writes,

"Nurturant Parent Model."

But in both models,

government

mis¬

take when

they "suppose that virtue
is something that can be enacted by
politicians and implemented by bu¬
reaucrats."
Sirico is

right. When government
morality, your morality is at
the mercy of whatever amoral gang
is in power that day.
dictates

■ There is

profound difference
morality and
politicians who use the power of
government to do "moral" things.
a

between individual

subvert
morality — usually by under¬
mining personal responsibility.
In his 1996 essay, "The Rise of

■ Government programs

press

on

this in

a

The most obvious

signs of that
decay, he wrote, "are the prevalence
of out-of-wedlock births, the breakup
of families, the amorality of public
education, and the eruption of crimi¬
nal activity. But there are other signs
as well: the decline in
civility [and]
the lack of integrity in both public
and private life.

“We

1997

only

death of Mother Teresa.
rebuke to

was a

induce

everything politicians stand

for," he said. "Mother Teresa reached
'

into

our

hearts

reach into

our

—

while

politicians

wallets."

The difference is

even more

clear,

said Dasbach, when you compare

the

typical politician to the Nobel Peace
Prize-winning nun.

more

need to do

one

thing to

people to act

responsibly:

Set them

free "

—Harry Browne

"Mother Teresa kissed the hands

of

dying lepers, she slept on a thin
mattress, and she picked maggots

"One cannot blame government
for all of society's ills, but there is no

from the wounds of Calcutta's home¬

doubt that

less," he said. "By contrast, politi¬
cians make speeches in the air-con¬

50 years
on virtue. Individuals lose their moral

ditioned luxury of the Capitol Build¬
ing, they attend $5,000-a-plate din¬
ners, and they spend other people's
money on political causes that will
get them re-elected.
Maybe, speculated Dasbach,
"that's why politicians are held in
such contempt, while Mother Teresa
was revered by millions of people."
And maybe that's why Jimmy
Carter gained far more respect when

bearing when they become dependent
on welfare, when they are rewarded
for having children out of wedlock,
and when they are not held account¬

he wielded

a

hammer for Habitat for

Humanity than when he wielded the

7, 2003

April 5, 2003

legislation over the past
has had a negative impact

able for their actions."

by returning to

our

moral heri¬

flourished in

numerous

fraternal and

religious organizations," wrote Dorn.
Today, after the government has
spent over $5 billion on welfare pro¬
grams, "Self-reliance has given way

April 12, 2003

Massachusetts LP Convention, Sheraton Tara Hotel,

Framingham.
Speakers include Bill Winter (former LP director of communications).
For information, e-mail: conv03@lpma.org. Or visit: www.lpma.org.

■

■

Ultimately, liberty and self¬
responsibility are the only way to
promote a truly moral nation.
Laws can't make people moral.
"In the arena of peaceful behav¬
ior, morality and compassion mean
nothing when they are the product
of force," argued Jacob G. Homberger

April 24-27, 2003

"Toward

a

Free and Virtuous

Society" Student Conference, Lake

Bluff, Illinois. Sponsored by the Acton Institute. An "introduction to
the

principles of liberty" for students of religion, theology, philoso¬
phy, and related fields. For information, call: (616) 454-3080. Or visit:
www.acton.org.

■

April 25-27, 2003

Indiana LP Convention,
TBA. For

■

more

Michigan City. Exact location and speakers

information, visit: www.lpin.org.

April 25-27, 2003

North Carolina LP Convention,

University Place Hilton, Charlotte.
Speakers TBA. For information, call Elizabeth Vance: (336) 854-1950.
E-mail: elizabethvance@infi.net.

■

April 26, 2003

Washington state LP Convention, University Plaza Hotel, Seattle.
Speakers TBA. For information, call Brien Bartels at: (206) 329-5669.
Or e-mail: director@LPWS.org.

of the Future of Freedom Foundation.

■

"They

Ohio LP Convention, Crowne Plaza Hotel,

meaningful only in the
of voluntary, willing choices

are

of individuals."

Exactly, agreed Browne. "Only free
people have, an incentive to be virtu¬
ous," he wrote. "Only people who bear
the consequences of their own acts
will

about those consequences.
"A free society rewards virtue and
care

punishes irresponsibility. Government
does just the opposite. We need to do
only one thing to induce people to
act more responsibly: Set them free."
According to the polls, Americans
want politicians to do something
about morality. Libertarians can re¬
spond with a simple equation: Free¬
dom plus self-responsibility equals
morality.
It's not a perfect formula. Some
people will always make immoral de¬

May 9-11, 2003

Dayton.
Speakers include Neal Boortz (syndicated radio talk
show host). For information, call Mary Pacinda: (937)
845-9980. Or e-mail: paCimj@aol.com. Or visit:
www.lpo.org/LP02003Convention.htm.

■

July 7-11, 2003

International
ence,

sive. And

Republican and Democratic
politicians will continue to wallow in
But without freedom, there will

be

morality.
rights leader Martin Luther
King, Jr. once said, "Hate cannot
drive out hate; only love can do that."
Similarly, government force can¬
not drive out immorality; only free¬
dom and self-responsibility can.
never

Civil

Society for Individual Liberty (ISIL) World Confer¬

Vilnius, Lithuania. Speakers TBA. For information, visit:

www.isil.org.

■

August 2-8, 2003

Cato

University Summer Seminar, Rancho Bernardo Inn, San Diego,
Sponsored by the Cato Institute. Speakers TBA. For
information, visit: www.cato-university.org. Or call: (202) 789-5229.
California.

■

August 3-9, 2003
Mises

University, Mises Institute, Auburn, Alabama.

Courses, seminars, and reading groups on the Austrian
School of economics.

Speakers include: Walter Block
(author, Defending the Undefendable), David Gordon
(Mises Review), and Richard Vedder (Ohio University).
For information, e-mail: pat@mises.org.

cisions. The free market will still pro¬
duce products that some find offen¬

scandal.

In the past, when government was
much smaller, "family and social
bonds were strong, and civil society

■

want to

we

context

release commemorating the

"The life of Mother Teresa

argued that government has

we

taged,

"weakened the nation's moral fabric."

Former LP Executive Director Steve

Dasbach touched

-

Michigan LP Convention, Eagle Crest Conference Center & Resort,
Ypsilanti. Speakers include Rob Kampia (executive director, Marijuana
Policy Project). For information, e-mail Emily Salvette at: salvette@
ameritech.net. Or call: (734) 668-2607. Or visit: www.mi.lp.org,

help the disadvan¬
do not do so by making
poverty pay, by restricting markets,
by prohibiting school choice, by dis¬
couraging thrift, or by sending the
message that the principal function
of government is to take care of us,"
wrote Dorn. "Rather, we do so by
eliminating social engineering and
welfare, by cultivating free markets,

both know what's best for you.
In his 1996 book, Moral Politics,

April 4

Pennsylvania LP Convention, Ramada Plaza Hotel, Wilkes Barre.
Speakers include Marty Thomas-Brumme (Rose Center on Conflict
Resolution and Restorative Justice), and Dr. Imad-ad-Dean Ahmad
(Minaret of Freedom Institute). For information, call Betsy Summers:
(570) 822-9194. Or e-mail: summers@usnetway.com.

in schools — all
morality.

prayer

name

April 4-6, 2003
Colorado LP Convention, Ramada Inn, Colorado

of power, we face censorship, new
laws against gays and lesbians, an
escalation of the War on Drugs, and
in the

Becoming

■

August 21-24, 2003

"Toward

a Free and Virtuous
Society" Student Conference, West
Cornwall, Connecticut. Sponsored by the Acton Institute. An "intro¬
duction to the principles of liberty" for students of religion. For
information, call: (616) 454-3080. Or visit: www.acton.org.

■ October 16-19, 2003
"Toward

a

Free and Virtuous

Society" Student Conference,

Dawsonville, Georgia. Sponsored by the Acton Institute. An "introduc¬
tion to the

principles of liberty" for students of religion. For informa¬

tion, call: (616) 454-3080. Or visit: www.acton.org.
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guarantees about, or endorsement of, the effectiveness, degree of risk, or legality of any financial advice, legal services, or investment opportunities advertised in LP News.
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the other drivers?
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window

sign!
Mounts

Legalize

Freedom

LEGALIZE
FREEDOM

AND BUMPER

wise. Express

window.

2 for $11.00

Quantity discounts
available!

Make checks

payable to: Libertarian Party of Illinois

316 1/2 River Street

•

E.

Dundee, IL 60018

Information call 847 844 3410

Federal Reserve Newsletter

Libertarians

Legalize Freedom Tee-Shirts: $10.00
each. Sticker: Black lettering on white vinyl. Tee-Shirt: Black
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BILL OF RIGHTS SHIRT
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War
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Can End the Drug War
Find out how and

why by ordering
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the

Constitutional?
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the discussion. A

monthly newsletter covering all
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"LP” Sweatshirts
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lettering silk-screened onto Hanes 100% Cotton Beefy Tee,
M/Lg/XL. Shipped P.0. Priority Mail: $2.00 postage each
package. Expect 4-6 weeks delivery. Make checks payable ^
to: Martin Belkin. P.0. Box 350357, Brooklyn, New York 11235
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Lincoln

Park, MI. 48146-2009
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Right

by Martin Rose, president & founder
of First Human Right Organization.
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RO. Box 199
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Party
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Master Cart

More than

28,000

Libertarians
Could Be Reading
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Ad

Hurdle Mills NC 27541

Right Now.

But

JoinYour

Florida Friends
& Visit Disney!

they’re not. ■ Right now, those 28,000
learning about the benefits of
your book, political product, tee-shirts, or service. But
they’re not. ■ Those 28,000 Libertarians — who are
passionate about liberty, politics, current events, and
new technology — could be making a decision to call
your 800#, or visit your website. But they’re not...
yet. ■ Want to reach those 28,000 Libertarians? Now
Libertarians could be

is the time to do it,

and LP News is the most cost-

efficient way to make it

happen. ■ For an advertising
package, e-mail Bill Winter at: Editor@hq.LP.org.

JAN. 31-FEB. 2, 2003

Don’t Want Mail?
The Libertarian Party,

from time to time, rents its
mailing list to other, carefully screened organizations
in the libertarian movement. We try to only select
organizations that support our libertarian goals, and will
be of interest to our members. If, for whatever reason,
you do not want your name included on our
rental list, please let us know in writing:
The Libertarian Party

Membership Services
2600 Virginia Avenue, NW, Suite 100
Washington DC 20037
Attn:

★
Florida LP Convention
Sheraton Hotel Orlando North,
Maitland

Speakers include Dr. Randall Flolcombe
(Libertarian economic advisor
to Governor Jeb Bush).
FOR

INFORMATION

Politicians Should Sell
Contract Insurance
To Us — Not Tax Us.
Please contact

me

for

a

free

prospectus, or my booklet is $2. Thanks,

Dave Hollist
(909) 980-4198

•

constitution@compuserve.com

http://www.lpocf.org/convention.htm

Libertarian Candidate for President

(800)478-0555

P.O. Box 1414, Alta Loma. CA 91701-8414

http://i.am/trading
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INFO

COMING

LP NATIONAL CHAIR

■

Geoffrey Neale

Florida LP Convention, Sheraton Hotel Orlando North, Maitland.

POLITICAL DIRECTOR

Speakers include Dr. Randall Holcombe (Libertarian economic advisor to
Governor Jeb Bush). For information, visit: www.lpf.org. Or call (800)

Sponsored by the Heartland Institute, the Heritage Foundation, the
Speakers include Sam Staley (Buckeye Insti¬
tute), Wendell Cox (public-purpose.com), and Steve Hayward (American
Enterprise Institute). For information, write: Thoreau Institute, P.0. Box

478-0555.

1590, Bandon, OR 97411. Or visit:

Nick Dunbar

■

■

MARKETING DIRECTOR

Patrick

Ron

Crickenberger

OPERATIONS DIRECTOR

January 31-February 2, 2003

DC.

Thoreau Institute, and others.

February 4, 2003

Mark Schreiber

Henry Supper Club, China Buffet Restaurant, Richmond,
Virginia. Speaker is Steve Simpson (Institute for Justice). For informa¬

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

tion, e-mail L.T. Harris at: leonard@richmondliberty.org.

George Getz

■

HEADQUARTERS STAFF

Counterattack 2003: Gun

Dollie Parker,
Marc Brandi,

Dianne Pilcher, Affiliate Services
Jonathan

Ananda

Trager, Staff Writer

February 28-March 2, 2003

Illinois LP Convention, Four Points Sheraton Hotel, Oak Brook.

Speakers TBA. For information, visit: www.il.LP.org.

■ March 1, 2003

February 8-9, 2003

New

rights activist training conference, Crowne
£laza Hotel, North Dallas, Texas. Speakers include Clayton E. Cramer
(historian who debunked Arming America) and Suzanna Hupp (Texas
State Representative). For information, call: (214) 707-1004. Or visit:
www.northbridgetraining.com/counterattack2003.

M'ship Services
Campus Outreach

Jersey LP Convention, Trenton Marriott Hotel, Trenton. Speakers
(executive director, Law Enforcement Against Pro¬
hibition). For information, e-mail Robert Jacobs at: robertlj@yahoo.com.

include Jack A. Cole

■ March 1, 2003
Iowa LP

Convention, Hotel Fort Des Moines, Des Moines. Speakers

include Bill Masters

Creager, Admin. Assistant

■

LIBERTARIAN PARTY>

www.ti.org/amdream.html.

February 15-17, 2003

(sheriff, San Miguel County, Colorado). For informa¬

tion, visit: www.lpia.org.

California LP Convention, Ontario Marriott, Ontario.

Speakers include
Gray (Orange County Superior Court judge), Jonathan Coupal
(president, Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association), Karl Manheim
(Professor, Loyola Law School), Ted Gunderson (former FBI Agent), Dr.
Gordon LaBedz (Surfriders Foundation), and Dr. David Schrader (Market¬
ing Sciences Institute). For information, e-mail: convention@ca.lp.org.

Suite 100

James P.

2600

Virginia Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 333-0008
Fax: (202) 333-0072
Website: www.LP.org
Office hours: 9 am-5 pm ET, M-F
New Member Info: (800) ELECT-US

Or visit:

www.ca.lp.org/conv/2003/.

LP NEWS EDITOR

■

Bill Winter

Oklahoma LP Convention, Oklahoma

CONTACT LP NEWS
1640 Worcester Road, #330-D

Framingham, MA 01702
Phone: (508) 820-7340
Fax: Call for fax

Editor@hq.LP.org
Website: www.LP.org/lpnews

4, 2003

Patrick

Henry Supper Club, China Buffet Restaurant, Richmond, Virginia.
Speaker is John Berthoud (president, National Taxpayers Union). For
information, e-mail L.T. Harris at: leonard@richmondliberty.org.

■ March 13-16, 2003
Reason Weekend 2003, Hotel Del Coronado in San

February 22, 2003

Diego, California.
major supporters. Speakers include Virginia
Postrel (Author, The Future and Its Enemies) and Penn Jillette (magi¬
cian). For information, call Donald Heath: (310) 391-2245.
Reason's annual event for

City Holiday Inn, Oklahoma City.
Speakers include Dr. Mary Ruwart (author, Healing Our World) and
Evalena Herrian (Sooner State Petition). For information, visit:
www.oklp.org. Or e-mail: RogueOkie@aol.com.

■ March 20-23, 2003

■

Texas.

February 23-25, 2003

Preserving the American Dream: A Conference for Supporters of
Mobility and Homeownership, Wyndham City Center Hotel, Washington,

E-mail:

■ March

"Toward
of

a Free and Virtuous Society" Student Conference, Paradise,
Sponsored by the Acton Institute. Introduction to the "principles
liberty" for students. For information, call: (616) 454-3080.

For

more

Upcoming Events,

see page

Libertarian National Committee, Inc.
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like some of their stands, adamantly disagree with others. But
have to hand it to the Libertarians, they are consistent. You can rely on
Libertarians to scream, 'Hands off!' The glue that binds them together is a
belief that government is best that governs the very, very least. It's refreshing
to hear about personal responsibility and limited government from at least
one quarter." — Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
(Little Rock), October 19, 2002
you

budget

Talk show host

Gary Nolan seeks LP's
presidential nomination
page 3

Libertanan

Party
takes steps to deal with
ongoing budget crunch
Adam Dick joins
Wisconsin election board
PAGE 3

"Libertarians must be considered

a minor party. But it is a minor party on
they aren't bland and they aren't afraid to speak their
mind. They deserve a listen."
RICK HOLMES, Metrowest Daily News (Massachusetts), October 20, 2002

the

—

move.

At least

"The Libertarian

unabashedly pro-technology and pro-privacy
a serious look because of their positions, not
their effect as spoilers. The platform calls for repealing the pro-surveillance
USA Patriot Act, removing 'all trade barriers,' and says the Internet and
computer networks deserve the 'full freedom' of the First Amendment."

platform is

that its candidates

—

...

so
deserve

DECLAN McCullagh, ZDNet.com,

November 11, 2002

